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Reconfigurable NoC and Processors
Tolerant to Permanent Faults

Alirad Malek

Division of Computer Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology

ABSTRACT
Advances in semiconductor industry have led to reduced transistor dimensions and

increased device density, but inevitably they have compromised the reliability of mod-

ern computing systems. In this thesis, we address the reliability problem by exploiting

hardware reconfiguration for tolerating permanent faults. Processing components in a

system-on-chip are divided into smaller Substitutable Units (SUs) and reconfigurable

interconnects are used to isolate defective SUs and connect spare units to create a

fault-free component. Furthermore, employing fine-grain logic for instantiating a func-

tionally equivalent unit is another reconfiguration option considered. Based on these

approaches, the first part of this thesis presents a probabilistic analysis of reconfigurable

designs for calculating the average number of constructable components at different

fault densities. Considering the area overheads of reconfigurability, we evaluate the

resilience of various reconfigurable designs with different granularities (SU sizes). Con-

cisely, the results reveal that the combination of fine and coarse-grain reconfiguration

offers up to 3× more fault-tolerance compared to component redundancy. Perform-

ing a design-space exploration to find the most efficient granularity mix shows that

different fault densities require different granularities of substitutable units to maxi-

mize fault-tolerance. Moreover, we explored the performance effects of pipelining the

reconfigurable interconnects in adaptive processors and observed that the operating

frequency and execution time of pipelined design is roughly 2.5× and 2× better than the

design with non-pipelined interconnects, respectively. In the second part of this thesis,

we describe RQNoC, a service-oriented Network-on-Chip (NoC) resilient to permanent

faults. We characterize the network resources based on the particular service they sup-

port and, when faulty, bypass them allowing the respective traffic class to be redirected.

We propose service merging (SMerge) and service detouring (SDetour) as the two service

redirection schemes. Different RQNoC configurations are implemented and evaluated

in terms of performance, area, power consumption and fault tolerance. Concisely, the

evaluation results show that compared to the baseline network, SMerge requires 51%

more area and 27% more power and has a 9% slower clock but maintains at least 90% of

the network connectivity even in presence of 32 permanent network faults.

Keywords: Reconfigurable Hardware, Fault Tolerance, Permanent Faults, Networks-on-Chip,

Adaptive processors
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1
Introduction

After many decades, Moore’s law still holds as semiconductor industries are still able to

deliver 2× of devices on a chip in every new technology generation, emerging almost

in every 18 months. Aggressive scaling of transistor size to increase the device density

has been a prominent factor in designs of recent computing system such as Multi-core

and Many-core systems. On the other hand, shrinking device dimensions, hinders

the overall reliability of systems [5]. Digital circuits are becoming more susceptible to

manufacturing defects and more vulnerable to wear-out phenomena which will manifest

themselves as intermittent or in more severe cases as permanent faults. This issue

urges the need for new designs and approaches to improve yield and systems fault-free

lifetime. In addition, considering the advances of embedded systems in mission-critical

domains such as medical and automotive, the reliability issue has become an ever

growing challenge for designers and needs to be addressed with various techniques. In

general, modern system-on-chips (SoCs) can be equipped with various fault-tolerant

techniques at different levels, e.g., processors and interconnects architecture, which

altogether aim to increase the overall reliability of the system.

This introductory chapter presents a brief description of problems in hand and

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

gives an overview of the works presented in this thesis. The remainder of this chapter

is organized as follows: Section 1.1 describes hardware reconfiguration as a prevalent

method for tolerating permanent faults. Section 1.2 succinctly defines the problems

addressed in this thesis work. Section 1.3 describes the objectives and contributions of

this thesis work and finally section 1.4 provides an outline for the rest of this manuscript.

1.1 Hardware Reconfiguration

An undesirable consequence of technology scaling is degradation of reliability. In

modern system-on-chips comprising of many components, e.g., processing elements,

memory units and interconnects, a single fault might hinder the correct functionality of

the chip for a short time or permanently. This section gives an overview of various

classes of faults in digital circuits, ways to distinguish between different classes and how

to cope with each of them. Furthermore, hardware reconfiguration is introduced as a

technique for tolerating permanent faults. Finally, hardware reconfiguration is briefly

explained in the context of the research efforts presented in this thesis.

In a conventionally used categorization, faults are classified into transient,

intermittent and permanent faults [6]. Transient faults are most commonly

distinguished by their randomness and short-lifetime. Prevalent ways to cope with

transient faults are temporal and spatial redundancy techniques. An intermittent fault,

by definition, is a fault which repeats at intervals, normally causes burst errors and can

be fixed by replacing the corrupted device [35]. Similar to transient faults, temporal and

spatial redundancy can be used to tolerate this class of faults. Intermittent faults are

often related to wear-out phenomena and might eventually lead to a permanent fault.

The main causes of permanent faults are either manufacturing defects or aging. These

faults are mainly addressed by using spatial redundancy [35].

In addition to common redundancy schemes, hardware reconfiguration can be

employed to tolerate permanent faults, by either repairing the damaged component or

by isolating and replacing them with correctly functioning ones. Hardware components

can be equipped with interconnects and glue logic which makes reconfiguration

feasible. Reconfiguration at coarse-grain (CG) level is normally employed by either

exploiting the inherent redundancy inside a component or by introducing spares. On

the other hand, it is possible to have fine-grain (FG) reconfiguration by introducing an

FPGA-like reconfigurable fabric/substrate which offers more flexibility, i.e., any desired

substitutable unit can be instantiated using a pre-designed and stored bit-stream.

In this thesis, we first focus on adaptive processors in a chip multi-processor (CMP)
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Figure 1.1: Adaptive processor in a chip-multiprocessor where permanent faults can be tolerated

by using coarse-grain and fine-grain reconfiguration.

where the architecture of processors is modified to support CG and CG+FG

reconfigurations. To this end, the processor is divided into smaller substitutable units

which are connected to each other using reconfigurable interconnects. In CG

reconfiguration, when a permanent fault is detected on a processor, the affected unit is

isolated and other fault-free units of the processor will be used as spares for the faulty

processors on the CMP. When the option of FG reconfiguration is available, it is possible

to instantiate the affected substitutable unit on the FG fabric and use reconfigurable

interconnects to replace the faulty unit with the newly configured one. In general, using

the fine-grain reconfiguration offers more flexibility and fault-tolerance but suffers from

higher overheads compared to the coarse-grain option. Figure 1.1 shows the two option

of coarse-grain and fine-grain reconfiguration for an array of four adaptive processors.

In the second part of this thesis, reconfiguration is employed in a service-oriented

network-on-chip where the inherent redundancy inside the hardware architecture is

exploited to mitigate permanent faults. With this goal, different reconfiguration

techniques are explored: the functionality of the NoC is sustained by redirecting traffic

classes either through alternative inter-router paths or intra-router data-paths.

Figure 1.2(a) shows an example of redirecting traffic classes at the routers data-path1.

Figure 1.2(b) is an example of redirecting traffic classes at routing level. In this example a

1The figure does not show all implementation details.
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Figure 1.2: Tolerating Permanent faults in a service-oriented NoC.

fault is detected at service 2 of node C and node D is used to provide an alternative path

for traffic of the affected service.

The main incentive of both parts of this thesis is based on the fact that hardware

reconfiguration can be beneficial in the design of reliable systems where due to the

application requirements, components must show high fault tolerance level. However, it

should be noted that there is a fundamental trade-off between offered resilience and

incurred hardware and performance overheads. In essence, these overheads are

inevitable and are a major challenge in the design of reconfigurable hardware. In this

thesis, we first study an adaptive processor array and then we explore alternative

reconfiguration schemes inside a service-oriented NoC architecture. The end goal of

both efforts is to find an efficient design point with desirable reliability and with

acceptable overheads, i.e., performance, frequency, power consumption and silicon

area.

1.2 Problem Statement

Shrinking transistor dimensions has magnified the importance of failure factors, e.g.,

process variation, manufacturing defects, transistors infant mortality and gate-oxide

wearout [7]. As a result, fault-tolerant techniques have become important parts of recent

system architectures. There is a broad spectrum of techniques for tolerating different

fault classes, ranging from hardware to software and for different systems components,

e.g., processing elements, on/off-chip interconnects. In this thesis, our focus is on

hardware reconfiguration as a method for tolerating permanent faults and the issues
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regarding utilizing this technique in (i) an adaptive processor architecture and (ii) a

service-oriented NoC architecture. Hardware reconfiguration can be used as way to

work around permanent faults and improve systems lifetime, but potentially it might

degrade performance, increase required silicon area or exacerbate power consumption.

This section draws the problem statement for this thesis in the context of the two

aforementioned topics and explains research questions behind performed tasks.

1.2.1 Tolerating Permanent Faults in the Processors

Hardware reconfiguration can be used in the context of CMPs, where adaptive processors

take up a new configuration based on available non-faulty resources. We consider a

CMP with multiple identical processors, i.e., simple MIPS-like in-order RISC, as our use-

case. The architecture is modified to support coarse and fine-grain reconfiguration, here

referred to as mixed-grain, for tolerating permanent faults. Whether or not fine- and/or

coarse-grain reconfiguration is employed, is a design choice which depends on the

desired level of fault-tolerance and accepted overhead. Thus, two important questions

that arise are how to measure and compare: achieved fault-tolerance and incurred

overheads for the two reconfiguration alternatives. Evidently, these questions need to

be addressed considering different fault densities and also how they associate with the

granularity of substitute units. Consequently, another open question is which granularity

mix will maximize fault-tolerance of a system, considering the overheads in each case.

In both reconfiguration alternatives, reconfigurable interconnects are essential to allow

components parts to be substitutable, but the imposed wire-delays after reconfiguration

will affect the systems performance. Based on this fact, another issue which needs to

be addressed is the performance impact of pipelining the reconfigurable interconnects

versus frequency scaling, i.e., reducing operating frequency to comply with increased

critical-path delay. In summary, the research questions (RQs) which motivated the first

part of this thesis are as follows:

• RQ1 How can we measure systems fault-tolerance when using fine- and/or coarse-

grain reconfiguration in an adaptive processor array in different fault densities?

• RQ2 What are the overheads of each reconfiguration alternative?

• RQ3 Which granularity mix is the most efficient considering fault densities and

incurred overheads?

• RQ4 What is the performance impact of pipelining interconnects versus frequency

scaling?
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1.2.2 Tolerating Permanent Faults in the NoC

The correct functionality of a SoC is crucially dependent on having reliable

interconnects between system components. In modern SoC designs, NoCs have become

the prominent choice for on-chip communication backbones due to their regular and

robust structures. Several approaches have been proposed to improve the resilience of

NoC architectural components, e.g., routers, links, network interfaces (NIs). On the

other hand, the diversity of transmitted messages between on-chip components has

raised the demand for NoCs which can support different traffic classes with different

attributes. Thus, service-oriented NoCs that support certain quality of service (QoS),

e.g., latency and throughput, are gaining more and more attention. Considering these

essential requirements for modern NoCs, the focus of the second part of this thesis is to

design a service-oriented NoC where different fault-tolerant schemes improve the

resilience to permanent faults. To this end, we need to understand how we can employ

hardware reconfiguration to harvest the redundancy inside the service-oriented NoC

and improve reliability, while being minimally intrusive, i.e., maintaining the required

level of QoS a much as possible. Different fault-tolerant schemes can be practically

realized in a service-based NoC, each offering different reliability level. Then, inevitably,

another open question is how beneficial is each one of these possible fault-tolerant

techniques in presence of different number of network faults. To summarize, the second

part of this thesis tries to answer following research questions:

• RQ1 How can hardware reconfiguration be employed to design fault-tolerant

methods in a service-oriented NoC?

• RQ2 How can these methods be implemented, maintaining the QoS of the whole

system as much as possible?

• RQ3 What is the reliability level for different proposed methods in different fault

densities?

1.3 Thesis Objectives

In this thesis, we focus on flexible/reconfigurable SoC designs tolerant to permanent

faults and study their trade-offs between reliability and overheads. The main objectives

of this thesis are the following:
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• Analyze the fault tolerance of an adaptive processor architecture.

One of the goals is to evaluate the reliability and overheads of different design

points for an adaptive processor array at different fault densities. Each design point

has different granularity of substitutable units and reconfiguration alternatives,

i.e., CG or CG+FG. In particular, we aim at:

– Analytically calculating the fault tolerance of an adaptive processor array.

We shall find an analytical method for calculating the probability of constructing a

particular number of fault-free components via different reconfiguration options,

i.e., CG and CG+FG, given the fault density. Moreover, we shall find a method to

calculate the probability of guaranteed certain number of fault-free components.

Accomplishing this task is crucial in our attempt to perform our design-space

exploration.

– Evaluating the performance impact of pipelining reconfigurable interconnects.

As a part of our work, we investigate possible performance benefits of pipelining

reconfigurable interconnects which connect stages of adaptive processors.

– Performing a Design Space exploration for finding the most efficient granularity

mix of adaptive processors.

Finally, using the obtained analytical calculations and overhead values from our

use-case, we evaluate various reconfiguration scenarios, measuring the average

number of fault-free components in given silicon area with the goal of finding

efficient configurations for different fault densities.

• Design and implementation of fault tolerant techniques to mitigate permanent

faults in a service-oriented NoC.

In the second part of this thesis, we proposed different fault-tolerant schemes in a

service-oriented NoC, by leveraging intra-router and inter-router redundancy. To

this end, different hardware techniques are designed and implemented, increasing

tolerance of the network to permanent faults. More precisely, we aim at:

– Modifying the architecture for service level reconfiguration.

The architecture of the baseline service-oriented NoC is modified to support

different service redirection alternatives. Service redirection can be carried out

at the routers data-path, here referred to as Service Merge, or at the routing level,

here referred to as Service Detour.
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– Evaluating proposed fault-tolerant techniques in terms of performance, power

and area.

The above alternatives are then evaluated in terms of network performance, i.e.,

latency (in cycles), throughput (flits/cycle/node) and also the percentage of

successful packet transmission. Moreover, area, power and frequency overheads

are reported by synthesizing the RTL implementations of different techniques.

– Evaluating attained reliability level.

Finally, in order to study the level of fault-tolerance, analytical models of our

techniques are created where network connectivity is measured under different

fault densities.

The above are addressed in the thesis as outlined below. In the conclusions we

describe how this thesis has contributed towards the above objectives.

1.4 Thesis Overview

This thesis consist of two main parts: the first part offers a probabilistic analysis of

reconfigurable designs in terms of reliability and overheads and is covered in chapter 2.

In the second part, covered in chapter 3, we introduce a hardware solution for increasing

the resilience to permanent faults inside a service-oriented network-on-chip. Finally

Chapter 4 presents the overall conclusions of the presented work, alongside proposed

research directions. More precisely, the remainder of the thesis is organized as follow:

In chapter 2, a probabilistic analysis of hardware reconfigurability is performed,

employing an adaptive processor architecture as our use-case. We describe different

forms of reconfiguration and identify the required architectural modifications of our

use-case processor. Furthermore, we offer a probabilistic method to calculate the fault

tolerance of such designs. Different designs of the adaptive processor are then evaluated

in terms of area, performance and power. Moreover, the performance impact of

pipelining reconfigurable interconnects is explored. Finally, based on the results of

evaluation and the probabilistic calculation, a comprehensive design space exploration

is presented.

In chapter 3, hardware reconfiguration is used in the context of a NoC architecture to

add inter-router and intra-router traffic redirection mechanisms, thus providing

tolerance to permanent faults. We first introduce our baseline service-oriented NoC and

its specifications. Afterwards, we introduce our proposed NoC architecture where

different fault-tolerant techniques are described to improve NoC reliability in the
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presence of permanent faults at the links and the routers. More specifically, we present

the Service Merge and Service Detour schemes as the main contributions of our work.

Our techniques are subsequently compared with each other using a cycle-accurate

simulator. Further, in order to evaluate the reliability of different schemes, an analytical

study is performed to calculate the network connectivity in presence of different

number of faults.

Finally, chapter 4 presents the concluding remarks. The chapter summarizes the

content of this thesis, outlines contributions and findings and finally discusses possible

future research directions.
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2
A Probabilistic Analysis of Resilient

Reconfigurable Designs

As technology scales chips become less reliable. Shrinking device features make circuits

more susceptible to permanent faults due to manufacturing defects and wear-out

phenomena [5]. Even a single permanent fault can damage an entire chip lowering

production yields or jeopardizing availability when it appears in field.

The wide use of embedded systems in various application domains and the fact

that such systems tend to become more complex and advanced as time passes, makes

reliability and availability an even more pressing issue. Moreover, there is a number

of mission-critical applications whereby faults are unacceptable; e.g. in the space,

automotive, and medical domains. Such applications require high fault tolerance to deal

with the increasing number of faults in emerging technologies.

In this chapter, we focus on System-on-Chip (SoC) recovery from permanent faults –

simply denoted in here as faults – aiming at increased system availability and fault

tolerance at high fault densities. One general approach to fault tolerance relies on

dividing a design into basic blocks identical to each other, called Substitutable Units

(SUs), whereupon so-called sparing strategies are employed: A faulty block of a system

can be substituted by a spare (functioning) one. Clearly, this strategy requires

11
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redundancy of components and reconfigurability to replace damaged parts so as to keep

the system functional.

Previous approaches divide a chip into smaller redundant SUs that can be isolated

and replaced, if damaged, by spare identical parts. Such redundancy may appear in

various granularities. In a multiprocessor SoC, core-redundancy is the most common

choice [1, 26]. Alternatively, smaller parts, such as pipeline stages and functional units,

can be used as spares to repair a failing component [18, 33, 37, 39]. At the other end of

the design space, fine-grain logic (e.g., gate-level redundancy) can be used: for instance,

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) tolerate permanent faults by changing the

configuration and/or the placement of a design [8]. The particular granularity (size

of SU) chosen in a design introduces a trade-off between availability and efficiency.

Finer granularities are more resilient to faults, but also less efficient in terms of area,

performance and power consumption. Coarser redundancy tolerates fewer faults, but

incurs lower overheads to a design.

This chapter presents a probabilistic analysis of the fault tolerance offered by

hardware reconfigurability. Considering a generic design of components divided to SUs,

we analytically estimate the resilience of different granularities. Thereby, we determine

the most fault-tolerant reconfigurable design choice for a particular fault density.

Concisely, the main contributions of this work are the following:

• We analytically calculate the probability of constructing a certain number of

fault-free components via reconfiguration having as an input parameter the fault

density.

• Then, we measure the area overheads of reconfigurability using a reconfigurable

RISC processor with substitutable parts as a use-case component.

• We evaluate various granularities of reconfigurable substrates measuring the

average number of fault-free components as well as the probability of delivering a

minimum number of fault-free components in a given silicon area. In so doing,

we identify the most fault-tolerant designs for a particular fault density.

In the remainder of this chapter, related work is presented first in Section 2.1, then

Section 2.2 describes reconfigurable design alternatives for repairing faulty components.

Section 2.3 details the design of the particular reconfigurable processor used in this study.

Section 2.4 offers a probabilistic analysis of fault-tolerance in reconfigurable designs

while Section 2.5 evaluates the fault-tolerance of different design points. Finally, in

Section 2.6 overall conclusions are drawn.
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2.1 Related Work

In the past, a large number of design techniques have been introduced for tolerating

permanent faults. They consider different SU sizes ranging from entire components,

e.g. micro-processors, to fine-grain logic and have different fault tolerance and design

overheads.

Existing commercial systems offering high availability, such as the IBM z-series [11]

and the HP NonStop systems, [3], provide redundant cores and dual modular redundancy

(DMR) to combat permanent faults. LaFrieda et al. showed that DMR of dynamically

coupled cores improves fault-tolerance [26]. Disabling [38] and isolating [1] permanently

faulty cores can sustain degraded performance, while dark silicon makes it possible to

have additional spare components [20]. Moreover, partly damaged cores can potentially

be used with degraded functionality by allowing affected threads to migrate to other

cores [34], or even to be rescued using advanced diagnostics and voltage/frequency

tuning to reverse some of the wear-out phenomena [43].

In order to deal with the increasing number of permanent faults, designers turned to

finer granularities. The SUs may be functional units [39] or pipeline stages [18, 33, 37]. In

the latter case, processors — mostly simple RISCs — are modified to support dynamic

replacement of stages.

Finer granularities further increase the fault tolerance of a design. A processor

data-path can be protected by adding spare-bits [31], while a control-path can use field-

programmable control logic to tolerate faulty states [46]. Finally, FPGAs and Programm-

able Logic Arrays (PLA) can be used as the hardware substrate of a fault tolerant SoC [8].

Following a passive fault-avoidance approach (disabling [38], isolating [1]) is

inherently inefficient as it sacrifices availability when permanent faults occur. On the

other hand, fault tolerance through sparing, replacing or repairing faulty components

requires flexible wiring and multiplexing of the SUs, which not only adds significant

delays to the design, but increases area and power consumption.

In general, larger SU sizes incur lower overheads, but also offer lower flexibility

and hence lower fault tolerance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study

to find the reconfigurable-design choices that maximize component availability for a

given technology and a particular fault density. We explore a design space of various

granularities of SUs using either coarse- or fine-grain reconfigurability, or a mix of both

and analyze how component availability scales in different fault-densities.
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2.2 Reconfigurable Designs for Tolerating Permanent

Faults

We discuss next the two options of reconfigurability, studied in this chapter, to combat

permanent faults. A component can be partitioned into SUs that are interconnected with

reconfigurable interconnects to allow one to substitute another; we call this coarse-grain

reconfigurability. A second option is using fine-grain, FPGA-like, reconfigurable logic,

shared among components and used to replace damaged parts when lacking identical

spares; this is denoted as fine-grain reconfigurability. A faulty SU can be replaced by

either an identical spare unit, presumably taken from a neighboring unused/faulty

component, or instantiated in the fine-grain reconfigurable logic. We consider that a

reconfigurable design may offer either one of the two reconfiguration options (coarse-

or fine-grain) or both at different sizes of SUs (granularities). A generic example of a

reconfigurable design that offers both coarse- and fine-grain redundancy is illustrated in

Figure 2.1. The partitioning of the design is depicted as an array. Each column comprises

identical, interchangeable, SUs, and each row represents a component in its fault-free

configuration. The block at the top represents the shared fine-grain logic. A functioning

component can be constructed connecting a single undamaged cell from each column;

in case there is no fault-free cell for a particular column, the fine-grain block can be used

as a wild card to replace it.

The granularity of a design affects its area overheads. The largest SU of a component

defines the minimum size of the fine-grain block, consequently, it is more efficient to

partition a component into units of similar size. Moreover, a larger number of smaller

SUs requires more wiring, but also needs a smaller fine-grain block.

2.3 A Reconfigurable adaptive RISC processor

In order to conduct our design-space exploration and retrieve real measurements for the

area overheads of reconfigurability, we consider as a use-case a coarse-grain

reconfigurable RISC architecture with substitutable parts, previously described in [41].

Moreover the architecture is modified to additionally support fine-grain

reconfiguration [42].

Our use case is a 32-bit, in-order RISC processor with four pipeline stages: Instruction

Fetch (IF), Decode (DC), Execute (EX), and Memory (ME). The processor has a local

instruction- and data-memory (32Kbyte each) and a 16-entry register file (RF).
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(a) Four components with 4 Substitutable units (SUs) each and a fine grain
logic block.
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(b) Example of CG reconfiguration constructing 2 fault-free components:
component-1 (A1, B2, C1, D1) and component-2 (A3, B3, C3, D2).
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(c) Example of CG and FG reconfiguration constructing 3 fault-free
components: component-1 (A{FG}, B2, C1, D1), component-2 (A1, B3, C2,
D2), and component-3 (A3, B4, C3, D4).

Figure 2.1: A design of four identical components with coarse (CG) and fine-grain (FG)

reconfigurability.
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An array consisting of 4 components, with 4 Susbtitutable units (Sus) in each component (a). With 

several SUs being faulty, the remaining ones can form two logical components, shaded in pink and blue 

(b). If we make use of the wild card provided by the fine-grain reconfigurable area (configuring it into an 

”A” unit), we can form three logical components, green, pink and blue (C).
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Figure 2.2: An adaptive processors array with substitutable stages.

The architecture offers decoupled pipeline stages, which can be substituted by any

other identical stage or by fine-grain reconfigurable logic. This is achieved using

reconfigurable interconnects. Interconnects that traverse across different processors are

expected to be used infrequently. We therefore implement them as bidirectional

interconnects and use switches with tri-states to go across different components of the

same processor. Compared to unidirectional interconnects, this halves the wiring

resources needed, but adds some extra delay to the switches.

In order to minimize the additional delay introduced by the reconfigurable

interconnects and switches, interconnects that span across the processor boundaries

are also pipelined, as depicted in Figure 2.2. Thereby, sharing stages from neighboring

cores introduces additional stages to a pipeline. As a consequence, we need to support a

variable pipeline depth in different configurations, but operating frequency scales better

with the number of components [41]. The direct effect of this is that the architecture

must adapt and operate correctly while remaining oblivious to the number of (extra)

stages added to its pipeline; that is, reconfigurability needs to be transparent to the

application level guaranteeing binary compatibility among different processor

configurations. The performance impact of pipelining the interconnects that connect

the SUs of processors is studied in section 2.5.2.

This design requirement calls for several micro-architectural changes in the data flow

and control flow of the processor. Allowing a variable number of stages per processor

and eliminating global control directly influences the hazard resolution in a typical RISC
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architecture. Briefly, these issues have been addressed in the proposed architecture,

described in [41], as follows:

1. Data-hazard resolution: As in between the original four stages (in the fault-free

configuration) new empty pipeline stages may be inserted when substituting faulty

parts, the data-hazard resolution cannot be supported with traditional bypassing

mechanisms. Instead, we store the produced, yet uncommitted, results in bypass

buffers at the stages they are produced and may possibly be reused. These bypass

buffers are located in the EX and MEM stages.

2. Control-hazard resolution, Global stalls, pipeline flushing: All three aspects are

supported via pipeline flushing in a distributed way. Similar to the StageNet [18],

instructions carry an extra bit, read at the IF stage, indicating the flow they belong

to. This bit is compared with a similar instruction-flow bit stored at the EX stage.

A mismatch prevents the instruction from being executed. In order to flush the

pipeline, the bit stored at the EX stage is inverted (e.g. after a branch mis-prediction

identified at the EX stage) and all the subsequent instructions are flushed until the

equivalent Instruction-flow bit stored at the IF stage is updated.

The architecture presented in [41] is further modified to support fine-grain

replacement of a faulty part. This needs the following additions [42]: When

implemented in the fine-grain logic, the EX stage requires substantially more area and

has longer delay than any other SU of our processor. To reduce this imbalance, we

further partition the EX stage into three concurrent sub-units, each roughly containing a

chunk of the ALU. Thereby we keep the size of the SUs balanced – as the EX stage

occupies more area than the IF, DC or MEM – and consequently reduces the area needed

for the fine-grain logic. A second modification is performed to improve the speed of the

processor when part of the EX stage is implemented in the fine-grain logic. We add the

option to further pipeline the EX stage (breaking the ALU logic in two stages) when part

of it is instantiated in the fine-grain logic.

2.4 Probabilistic Analysis of Reconfigurability

Considering the generic design described in Section 2.2, we next present a probabilistic

analysis used in our evaluation to assess the fault-tolerance of various design options.

In particular, we derive the probability of having exactly M fault-free components out

of N (P f f (N , M)) as well as the probability of having at least M fault-free components
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out of N (P≥(N , M)) for different numbers of faults in area A for two different design

approaches: (i) coarse-grain reconfigurability1 and (ii) a mix of coarse- and fine-grain

reconfigurability which offers the option of a faulty SU to be replaced either by an

identical spare unit (coarse-grain replacement) or by fine-grain logic.

Assuming that an area A is divided into N SUs of equal size and that there are k faults

in total in the area with a uniform random distribution, then the probability of a SU to

have exactly i out of the k faults is:

Pf=i(k, N ) =
(

k

i

)
× ( 1

N

)i × (1− 1

N
)k−i (2.1)

That is, there are
(k

i

)
combinations of having exactly i out of k faults located in one

SU (and exactly k − i faults located in the rest of area A) and the probability of each case

is equal to
( 1

N

)i × (1− 1
N )k−i .

Then, the probability of a SU to be faulty, Ps f (k, N ), is equal to the sum of

probabilities of having 1,2, ...,k faults:

Ps f (k, N ) =
k∑

i=1
Pf=i(k, N ) (2.2)

Considering that the Ps f , for a specific number of faults2 k in the area, of a single SU

is known based on the equation 2.2, it is possible to calculate the probability of having

exactly M fault-free SUs out of N , denoted as P f f (N , M) [21]:

P f f (N , M) =
(

N

M

)
×P N−M

s f × (1−Ps f )M (2.3)

where
(N

M

)
enumerates possible ways of having exactly M non-faulty substitutable units

out of N and P N−M
s f × (1−Ps f )M is the combined probability of having (N −M) faulty

and M non-faulty SUs. It is also possible to expand this formula to get the probability of

having at least M non-faulty SUs out of N for a specific Ps f , here indicated as P≥:

P≥(N , M) =
N∑

i=M
P f f (N , i ) (2.4)

1Component redundancy is an extreme case of coarse-grain reconfigurability where the entire component
is a SU.

2Henceforth, k is omitted from the equations, we consider that the analysis is continued for a specific k and
repeated for the range of faults considered in the evaluation, e.g. 0 to 20 faults.
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which is the sum of probabilities of having i = {M , · · · , N } fault-free SUs [21].

In a design with coarse-grain reconfigurability, each component is divided into a

specific number of SUs. Considering the example illustrated in Figure 2.1 which depicts

four components each of which are divided into four SUs, it can be observed that for

having a fault-free (working) component, there should be at least one fault-free SU at

each column available. Therefore, the number of fault-free components that can be

constructed is defined by the minimum number of fault-free SUs in each column. For

calculating the probability of having a specific number of fault-free components, we

first calculate the probability of having at least M fault-free SUs out of N in one column,

which is derived by equation 2.4:

P col
≥ (N , M) = P≥(N , M) (2.5)

Expanding this formula over the total number of columns will result in the probability

of having at least M SUs in each column, which is equal to the probability of having at

least M fault-free components available in a coarse-grain (cg) reconfigurable design:

P cg
≥ (N , M) = (

P col
≥ (N , M)

)c (2.6)

The exponent c is the total number of columns, which also defines the coarse-grain

granularity3. In order to find the probability of having exactly M fault-free components

in this case, we exclude from the probability of having at least M fault-free components

(P cg
≥ (N , M)) the probability of having at least (M +1) fault-free components (P cg

≥ (N , M +
1)):

P cg
f f (N , M) = P cg

≥ (N , M)−P cg
≥ (N , M +1) (2.7)

As mentioned in the previous sections, fine-grain logic can also be used in order to

instantiate different SUs and increase the resilience in the presence of permanent faults.

We can calculate the probability of having a specific number of fault-free components

when both fine-grain and coarse-grain reconfigurability is employed by modifying the

probabilities for coarse-grain designs derived above.

Figure 2.1 can be used again as an example that depicts a design with four

components, each divided into four SUs, having both fine- and coarse-grain

reconfigurability. When only coarse-grain replacement is used, having two faulty SUs on

3The number of SUs in a component.
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one column and at most one in the remaining columns limits the number of fault-free

components to two. In a coarse-grain design the above event is included in the

probability of having exactly two fault-free components. Introducing fine-grain logic to

replace one faulty SU, rescues one additional component in the above example.

Consequently, this event (two faulty units at one column and at most one in the

remaining columns) should be included in the list of events which are counted under

the probability of having three fault-free components and should be removed from the

events that are considered under the probability of having two fault-free components.

Finding events that should be removed or added to the “coarse-grain" probability

depends on the number of SUs that can fit inside the fine-grain logic. In this work we

only consider the case where the fine-grain can be used to replace exactly one faulty SU.

As all events are independent, it is possible to separately compute their probability and

append it to the P cg
f f (N , M) of equation 2.7. P+

append (N , M) denotes the probability of

events originally considered in the probability of having (M −1) fault-free components

but when using fine-grain logic are becoming part of the probability for M fault-free

components. Similarly, P−
append (N , M) is the probability of events originally counted in

P cg
f f (N , M), but using fine-grain replacement moves them to the probability of having

(M +1) fault-free components.

P+
append (N , M) =

(
c

1

)
× [P f f (N , M −1)]1 × [P≥(N , M)]c−1 (2.8)

where c is the number of columns,
(c

1

)
enumerates all possible choices of one column

out of c , [P f f (N , M −1)]1 is the probability of having exactly (M −1) fault-free SUs out of

N in one column and [P≥(N , M)]c−1 is the probability of having at least M fault-free SUs

in (c −1) columns. Similarly, P−
append (N , M) can be calculated:

P−
append (N , M) =

(
c

1

)
× [P f f (N , M)]1 × [P≥(N , M +1)]c−1 (2.9)

where [P f f (N , M)]1 × [P≥(N , M +1)]c−1 is the probability of having exactly M fault-free

SUs in one column and at least (M + 1) fault-free SUs in (c − 1) columns. Then, the

probability of having exactly M fault-free components out of N for a design which uses

fine-grain logic in addition to coarse-grain replacement is:

P cg+ f g
f f (N , M) =P cg

f f (N , M)

+P+
append (N , M)−P−

append (N , M)
(2.10)
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Similar to the previous cases, in order to find the probability of having at least M fault-

free components out of N in a design with both fine and coarse-grain reconfigurability, it

is possible to add all probabilities of having exactly M , M +1, ..., N fault-free components:

P cg+ f g
≥ (N , M) =

N∑
i=M

P cg+ f g
f f (N , i ) (2.11)

The probabilities of having at least M fault-free components out of N in the different

design approaches considered (P cg
≥ (N , M), P cg+ f g

≥ (N , M)) are used in the evaluation

section to measure the probability of a design to guarantee a particular availability of

components.

The probabilities of having exactly M fault-free components out of N in the

considered design alternatives (P cg
f f (N , M), P cg+ f g

f f (N , M)) are used to evaluate the

average number of fault-free components in a given area as described below. For a

specific number of faults, k, the above probability (P j
f f (N , M), where j is “cg " or

“cg + f g ") is used to calculate the average number of fault-free components, x, as the

weighted average of the individual probabilities:

x =
N∑

i=1
P j

f f (N , i )× i (2.12)

where N is total number of components.

2.5 Evaluation

In this section, we first measure the reconfigurability overheads based on our use-case

RISC processor. Moreover, the effect of pipelining reconfiguration interconnects is

explored based on post place and router measurements. Finally we evaluate the fault

tolerance of various reconfigurable designs using our probabilistic analysis.

2.5.1 Reconfigurability Overheads

Our use-case component is implemented using 65nm STM technology for the ASIC parts

(an array of RISC processor and reconfigurable interconnects) and the Xilinx Virtex-5

65nm FPGA substrate for the fine-grain logic [42]. The area overhead of the fine-grain

logic required to implement a SU is roughly 6× the area of the same unit implemented
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in ASIC4 technology. The area overhead of the reconfigurable interconnects is measured

considering a coarse-grain reconfigurable array of four processors, each divided in four

SUs (pipeline stages); in that design reconfigurable interconnects add 12.8% more area

to each processor [41]. In order to estimate the overhead of reconfigurable interconnects

for coarser and finer granularities5, we use Rent’s rule [27] to estimate the number of

interconnects per SU, as follows:

W = K × (Np )β (2.13)

W , is the estimated number of interconnects for a component, K is the average number

of interconnects per SU, Np is the total number of SUs in the component and β is the

Rent’s exponent which is normally 0.5 ≤β≤ 0.7. In this study, we consider β= 0.5, which

is a typical value for a microprocessor design. The estimated overheads are used in order

to define the number of components which can be accommodated in a fixed area for

each case of this analysis.

It should be noted that the reconfigurable RISC processor presented in Section 2.3,

operates at 450 MHz when considering only coarse-grain redundancy. This is 10% lower

compared to the same baseline processor before the micro-architectural modifications

required to make its stages interchangeable6. Finally, the slowest SU when instantiated

in fine-grain logic operates at 200 MHz, which limits any processor configuration using

the fine-grain reconfigurable part to the same frequency.

2.5.2 Evaluating the Effect of Pipelining the Reconfigurable

interconnects

This section explores the performance impact of using pipelined interconnects versus

non-pipelined ones. We first describe our experimental setup, used benchmarks and

designs under study. Subsequently, the results are presented and evaluated and a

comparison is performed. Pipelining maintains a high frequency but increases the

number of stages in an adaptive processor, thereby potentially increasing the number of

cycles for executing a program.

For our experiments, we acquired an RTL implementation of the processor using a

high level description language (Lisa 2.0) through the Synopsys Processor and Compiler

4In order to keep the area requirements of the fine-grain logic low, we consider that memory blocks, pipeline
registers and buffers are implemented in ASIC, which is more area-efficient than in an FPGA implementation.
Consequently, even when using a fine-grain block, only logic is mapped to FPGA logic cells.

5Number of SUs a component is divided into.
6The original baseline RISC processor has an operating frequency of 500 MHz
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Designer tool. Different designs are then synthesized using Cadence RTL compiler and

place & route is performed using Cadence SOC encounter.

Our evaluation is carried out by employing EEMBC CoreMark and Telebench 1.17

benchmarks. Furthermore, a set of small custom benchmarks is created with the main

purpose of evaluating the processor under extreme cases. These benchmarks are small

C-codes, running in loops and are briefly described in the following [40].

• Function-Argument Heavy: An application with large number of instructions

prone to data hazards between memory operation and arithmetic.

• Heavy Read-After-Write Conflict: An application with large number of

instructions prone to read after write (RAW) hazards.

• Heavy Branch-Mis-predict: An application with large number of non-taken

branches.

• Normal-C for-loop: An application with typical C for-loop.

Our evaluation is performed for variants of our adaptive processor with coarse-grain

(CG) reconfiguration. In addition to the baseline processor, other defined cases are as

follows.

• CG w/o switches: The adaptive processor without switches for reconfiguration.

This case is used study the effect of micro-architectural changes inside the

processor.

• CG w/o registers: The adaptive processor, being part of a 4-core CMP, without

registers on the reconfigurable interconnects. This case is used to study the

benefits of pipelined interconnects.

• CG w/ registers every 2 cores: In this case, Considering the adaptive processor in

a 4-core CMP, reconfigurable interconnects are pipelined at every other processor.

This design is an intermediate case between two extremes of having fully pipelined

and no-pipelined interconnects.

• CG fault-free: The adaptive processor, being part of a 4-core CMP, considering

fault-free scenario. Interconnects are fully pipelined. This case is illustrated in

Figure 2.3 a.

7The FFT benchmark is not included as it requires floating point operations, which the under study
processors do not currently support.
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• CG 2 extra stages: The adaptive processor, being part of a 4-core CMP with fully

pipelined interconnects, with 2 extra stages, imposed by reconfiguration. The

two extra stages are result of using one stage of a neighboring core to construct a

processor as shown in Figure2.3 b.

• CG 6 extra stages: The adaptive processor, being part of a 4-core CMP with fully

pipelined interconnects, with 6 extra stages, imposed by reconfiguration. The

six extra stages are result of using one stage of the farthest core to construct a

processor as shown in Figure 2.3 c.

• CG 12 extra stages: The adaptive processor, being part of a 4-core CMP with

fully pipelined interconnects, with 12 extra stages, imposed by reconfiguration.

The twelve extra stages are result of having an extreme case where every stage

is connected to the farthest next stage to construct one processor as shown in

Figure 2.3 d.

IF DEC EX MEM

a

IF DEC EX MEM

IF DEC EX MEM

b

IF DEC EX MEM

IF DEC EX MEM

IF DEC EX MEM

IF DEC EX MEM

IF DEC EX MEM

IF DEC EX MEM

IF DEC EX MEM

IF DEC EX MEM

c d

Figure 2.3: Four different configurations of the adaptive processor, being part of a 4-core CMP with

fully pipelined interconnects: a. fault-free configuration, b. replacing the DEC stage with the one

from the neighboring processor creates two extra stages, c. replacing the MEM stage with the one in

the farthest processor creates 6 extra (empty) stages, d. Worst case scenario where the DEC and MEM

stages are replaced with the ones three processors away creating 12 extra (empty) stages.

It should be mentioned that the overall efficiency of the CMP depends on the

occurrence rate of various configurations. The configurations studied here are enforced

by the density and location of faults and thus it is possible to calculate the probability of

each of these cases to happen. With the fault density of one fault per core, 38%, 60%,

and 2%, of the configurations in a CG design have zero, 1-4 and 5-15 extra stages,

respectively.

Table 2.1 presents the operating frequency of the baseline and four of the explained

cases. Whilst the clock period of the baseline design is measured at 2.5ns, the

micro-architectural changes required for coarse-grain reconfiguration introduce 16.4%

performance degradation with clock period of 2.91ns. The adaptive processor with no

faults incurs a 41% overhead compared to the baseline with a cycle time of 2.5ns. The
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non-pipelined version of the adaptive processor shows worst performance degradation

and fastest possible clock cycles is measured to be 8.53ns, that is 3.4× longer than the

baseline and 2.9× compared to design without switches. Finally the design with pipeline

registers at very other processors can operate at clock period of 7.1ns.

Table 2.1: Place and Route Timing measurements for our CMP

Design
Clock

Period
(ns)

Overhead

vs Baseline
vs Adaptive Processor

w/o switches
Baseline 2.5 - -
Adaptive Processor w/o switches 2.91 16.4% -
Adaptive Processor (fault-free) 3.53 41% 21.3%
Adaptive Processor w/o registers 8.53 241% 193%
Adaptive Processor w/ registers every 2 cores 7.1 184% 143%

Figure 2.4 shows the measured execution cycles of the baseline, adaptive processor

with no faults and adaptive processor with 2, 6 and 12 extra stages for the EEMBC

benchmarks. The adaptive processor under fault-free condition maintains 100% of the

baseline performance. However, adding 2, 6 and 12 extra stages increases the required

execution cycles by 18%, 37% and 100%, respectively. We performed the same evaluation

using our custom benchmarks. As depicted in Figure 2.5, the adaptive processor – in the

absence of faults – introduces a small overhead in terms of execution cycles compared

to the baseline. The overhead is more noticeable for the Argument-Heavy benchmark

where we have about 7.5% increase that can be explained by frequent use of flush/reload

mechanism in this benchmark. Adaptive processor with 2 extra stages exhibit acceptable

performance with around 20% overhead in average. Furthermore, the processors with

the two extreme cases of having 6 and 12 extra stages, increase the number of execution

cycles by 1.8× and 2.5×, respectively.

Figure 2.4: Execution cycles for each case using EEMBC benchmarks, normalized by the baseline

cycle count.
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Figure 2.5: Execution cycles for each case using custom benchmark, normalized by the baseline

cycle count

Figure 2.6: Execution time for EEMBC benchmarks normalized to baseline values.

Figure 2.7: Execution time for each custom benchmark normalized to baseline values.
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In the next step, by associating the measured operating frequencies with execution

cycles, we find the overall execution time of each case. Figures 2.6, depict the results for

EEMBC benchmarks. The results clearly indicate that the adaptive processor without

pipelined interconnects suffers from longest execution time which is almost 3.5× of the

baseline. Using registers at every other core just slightly mitigates the execution time

to nearly 3× of the baseline. Furthermore, in presence of no fault, the fully pipelined

adaptive processor increases the execution time by 41%, due to expansion of critical

path. In case with 2, 6 and 12 extra stages, the execution time compared to the baseline

increases by roughly 1.7×, 1.9× and 2.8×, respectively. Using our custom benchmarks

show almost the same results for the execution time as depicted in Figures 2.7. The

overhead of execution time for the designs with 6 and 12 extra stages degrades to 2.6×
and 3.5× of the baseline, respectively.

In summary, our comparison using post place and route results showed that even for

a 4-core CMP design the wire delay between the stages of processors adds significant

delay, degrading the operating frequency 3.5× compared to the baseline design.

Moreover, our experiments showed that the processor with non-pipelined

reconfigurable interconnects incurs 3.5× overhead in terms of execution time compared

to the baseline. The results for the processor with fully-pipelined interconnects showed

that even in the extreme case of having 12 extra stages, the performance is better than

non-pipelined version.

2.5.3 Fault-tolerance of Reconfigurable Designs

We take into account the above area overheads for each reconfigurable design and

evaluate their fault tolerance. We consider designs that offer only coarse-grain (CG)

reconfiguration or both coarse and fine-grain (CG+FG), varying their granularity (SU

size). All designs occupy roughly the same area8 and therefore, due to their particular

resource overheads, each design fits a different number of components in the fault-

free case. We consider a fault density that causes up to 20 faults in the silicon area.

This translates, even for our small use-case microprocessor, to a probability of a single

transistor to fail to be up to 2.2×10−6.

Figure 2.8 depicts the average number of fault-free components that can be

constructed in each design at a particular fault density (number of faults), as well as the

probability of a design to deliver at least four fault-free components.

8The silicon area constraint in our design-space exploration is equal to that of 9 baseline components. A
baseline component is a component with granularity equal to 1 (the entire component is considered as one
SU).
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(a) Average number of fault-free components.
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(b) Guaranteed availability of at least 4 fault-free components.

Figure 2.8: Average availability and probability of guaranteed availability (4 fault-free

components) of coarse-grain (CG) and coarse+fine-grain (CG+FG) reconfigurable designs with

various granularities at different fault densities. Granularity is the fraction of a component that

constitutes a SU. All designs use area smaller or equal to 9 baseline components; that is a component

with granularity equal to 1.
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The average number of available components is measured as explained in Section

2.4 based on equation 2.12 by analytically calculating the probability of constructing

correctly functioning components for the given reconfiguration options offered by each

design. Figure 2.8(a) shows that for low number of faults (≤2), component redundancy

provides a higher number of fault-free components, as the area overheads of

reconfigurability are not capitalized yet. For higher number of faults (≤ 8), coarse-grain

reconfigurability of granularity 1
8 (CG( 1

8 )) maximizes availability of components. Adding

fine-grain logic at smaller SU sizes (CG+FG( 1
16 )) is up to 13.5% better for fault densities

beyond that point. Even at high number of faults, CG+FG( 1
16 ) provides almost five

available components, tolerating over 3× and 2× more faults than

component-redundancy (CG(1)) and other CG points, respectively.

Guaranteed availability is measured using equations 2.6 and 2.11 as the probability

of a design to deliver at least 4 fault-free components at a particular fault density. As

shown in Figure 2.8(b), the probability for the CG+FG( 1
16 ) design does not drop below

99% for up to 20 faults. On the contrary, component redundancy (CG(1)) is below 90%

and 50% beyond 6 and 10 faults, respectively. Finally, the best CG granularity crosses the

threshold of 90% for more than 17 faults.

2.6 Conclusions

A probabilistic analysis was presented for estimating the number of fault-free

components that can be constructed in various reconfigurable designs at the presence

of permanent faults. Adding fine-grain logic in a design can increase availability,

tolerating 3× more faults than mere component redundancy. Different fault densities

require different granularities of substitutable component-parts in order to maximize

fault-tolerance. Component redundancy is better for a low number of faults. As the

number of faults increases, coarse-grain and mixed-grain reconfigurability (of

granularity 1
8 and 1

16 , respectively) provide the best availability.

Moreover, the effect of pipelining the reconfiguration interconnects was explored, in

terms of operating frequency and execution time. The results showed that in the

processor with no pipelined interconnects the frequency and execution both increase by

almost 3.5×, compared to the baseline, while adding pipeline registers shows

significantly better performance where for the fault-free case the overhead of operating

frequency and execution time are 1.41× and 1.7×.
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3
RQNoC: a Resilient QoS NoC with Service

Redirection

Technology scales to feature sizes of a few nanometers bringing great opportunities and

new challenges to the design of future computing systems. On one hand, designers

can use billions of available transistors to fit multiple cores on a single chip and build

more sophisticated embedded systems. On the other hand, shrinking of transistors

increases variability and affects the reliability of circuits. On-chip resources become

more susceptible to manufacturing defects and wearout phenomena, which may damage

permanently a circuit and render an entire chip unusable. In turn, the increasing number

of permanent faults can reduce production yield or cause failures during the lifetime of

a system.

The wide use of more advanced embedded systems in various domains, such as

medical, space and automotive, makes reliability and availability even more pressing

issues. In particular, safety-critical systems with low or no accessibility for replacing

damaged parts require efficient techniques for self-repair and fault tolerance to deal

with the increasing number of faults in shrinking technology nodes.

31
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In a multicore system, a faulty processor can be isolated using runtime mechanisms

to redistribute its workload to other available cores. However, tolerating permanent faults

at the interconnects can be less simple. A Network-on-Chip (NoC) shares its resources

with every component on a chip. It interconnects multiple processing elements, memory

blocks and IO and therefore constitutes a single point of failure for an entire System-

on-Chip (SoC). A fault-tolerant NoC architecture is therefore critical for the design of a

fault-tolerant SoC.

The NoC of an advanced embedded system needs to support multiple traffic classes

with certain quality of service (QoS) requirements, such as latency and throughput. This

is often achieved using virtual channels and priorities among different classes of traffic

related, for instance, to control messages or data-exchange. However, many systems —

especially in the embedded domain — require their traffic classes to interfere as little as

possible with each other in order to best fit their particular QoS constraints. In the past

years, several service-oriented NoCs address this design objective by statically allocating

their resources to different traffic classes (services). For example, QNoC provides four

separate router data-paths each supporting different services [4], moreover, Tilera’s

iMesh is composed of five separate NoCs entirely isolating each traffic class of their tiled

architecture [47].

This work addresses a single challenge pertaining to the design of future reliable

multicore systems: the tolerance of permanent faults on a service-oriented NoC. We

categorize network resources based on the service they support and provide mechanisms

to bypass them when faulty, allowing a traffic class to be redirected. Traffic redirection

can be performed either by modifying its routing or alternatively by using a router

data-path dedicated to a different service. Network resources that are common to all

services, such as the links and the router control, employ additional mechanisms for

fault tolerance.

Concisely, the main contributions of this work are the following:

• We extend previous detour techniques, allowing the network to selectively detour

traffic per service, rather than detouring all packets, thereby avoiding faulty

network parts and achieving significant improvement in the fault-tolerance of a

NoC.

• Within a router, multiple services can be merged, still preserving their priorities,

in order to bypass the damaged data-path of one or multiple services.

• Faulty wires at the links, that are common for all services, can be tolerated

extending an existing shifting mechanism with additional spare wires.
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• We measure the area and power overheads of the above techniques, evaluate

their impact on the performance and QoS of each service and analyze their fault

tolerance.

In the remainder of this chapter, first related work is presented in Section 3.1. The

description of the baseline service-oriented NoC used in this study follows in Section 3.2.

Then, Section 3.3 details the proposed mechanisms for tolerating permanent faults

on the NoC. Section 3.4 evaluates the fault tolerance of our approach, measures its

area, power and performance overheads, and compares with related work. Finally, in

Section 3.5 overall conclusions are drawn.

3.1 Related Work

In the past a plethora of techniques, some of them summarized in [35], have been

suggested to combat permanent faults in Networks-on-Chip. They are applied at

different levels of a NoC design: ranging from entire network regions (entire routers or

links) down to individual wires of a link, a single buffer or crossbar of a router. Some

techniques modify the routing of packets to bypass faulty links and routers, others

divide routers or links to smaller parts and isolate, spare them or share them to tolerate

permanent faults. In general, the finer the granularity of the considered fault-model the

better the fault-tolerance, but the higher the design overhead. Bellow, a brief overview of

such techniques is presented elaborating more on the techniques most relevant to our

approach.

Many approaches modify the routing algorithm of a NoC to be dynamically adaptive

and avoid faulty links or routers [2, 13, 30]. Faults on links or routers are broadcasted to

all nodes in order to update their routing tables and avoid damaged network parts [2].

Packets are sent across multiple non-intersecting paths to ensure that they are delivered

correctly [30]. Feng et al. introduced deflection routing where the packets are routed

based on a defect map of the neighboring links and switches [13]. In general, methods

that adapt the routing according to the faulty components of the network introduced

low area and power overheads (∼5% in [30]), however they provide limited

fault-tolerance. On the other hand, a routing algorithm based on

reinforcement-learning improves fault-tolerance but suffers from high area and power

overheads (90% and 120%, respectively) [13].

Other techniques re-route packets without modifying the actual routing algorithm.

Instead, they perform a detour selecting an intermediate destination for packets that
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would normally need to pass through some faulty links or routers. Although detour does

not change the routing algorithm, deadlocks need to be reconsidered in case packets are

not stored entirely in the intermediate destination. ReliNoC performs detour using a

Logic-based Distributed Routing table proposed by [36], [22]. Routing reconfiguration

through intermediate destinations uses the turn model to avoid deadlocks in [14]. Han

and Fu have also described a detouring technique for a 2D mesh with XY-routing and

avoid deadlocks considering the turn-model [19]. Furthermore, Vitkovskiy et al.

proposed a technique where detour is handled locally at network regions that suffer

from faulty resources; a packet entering such region is redirected through an alternative

path [45]. In general, detour introduces low area and power overheads (less than 10%),

but the performance decreases rapidly with increasing number of faults, since even

partially faulty components are omitted from network resources.

Besides rerouting of packets, faulty network parts can be bypassed in hardware. An

alternative path from an input port to the output is employed to bypass a faulty router

in [25]. A faulty crossbar is bypassed in a similar manner in Vicis [15]. Finally, a single

input buffer can be bypassed in RoCo [23]. In order to contain a fault in the router, RoCo

additionally splits the router in two distinct parts responsible for either row or column

traversal of packets.

Evripidou et al. exploited the redundancy offered by Virtual Channels (VC) and

proposed renaming of the VC buffers [10]. They modified the input ports of a router to

be able to avoid faulty buffers and redirect traffic classes through the remaining available

VCs. ReliNoC [22], considers a NoC that has two separate physical networks one for

traffic that requires some QoS and one for normal traffic. ReliNoC considers that the

two physical networks have interchangeable links and routers. In essence, a faulty link

or router of a physical network can be replaced by the equivalent part of the second

network. As a consequence, upon the occurrence of permanent faults some links or

routers need to accommodate both traffic classes.

At the router level, Vicis reduces the impact of faulty input and output ports using

port swapping [15]. This technique allows to pair on-demand input and output ports of

neighboring routers in order to increase the connectivity of the network at the presence

of faults. Furthermore, Liu et al. partition links and router data-path in four slices, then,

only the fault-free slices are used in a time-division multiplexing manner [29]. Besides

the performance overhead, slicing has a significant area cost (about 65%).

The above approach by Liu et al. allows, among others, to use partly faulty links.

Another approach for protecting links is proposed by Lehntonen et al.; they use spare

wires at the links to replace faulty ones [28]. Moreover, Vitkovskiy et al. used shifting and
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retransmission of flits to communicate correctly data across partially faulty links [45].

In doing so, they can tolerate up to 50% faulty wires on a link, suffering however, the

performance overhead of one retransmission. Both approaches have high area cost

(about 75% and 30%, respectively).

Finally, BulletProof [7] router introduced by Constantinides et al. described a method

to automatically inject sparing logic to the netlist of a router and be able to replace faulty

circuitry [7]. However, this method has a substantial area overhead of up to 3.4×.

Besides ReliNoC, none of the above techniques is explicitly addressing

fault-tolerance on a service-oriented NoC nor analyzes the affect of faults to the

performance of individual traffic classes. Even ReliNoC considers only two classes of

traffic (one for QoS and one for best-effort), not discussing scalability to a higher

number of services. Supporting only one QoS traffic class together with best-effort

traffic is expected to simplify arbitration and flow control, although these aspects of

ReliNoC are not elaborated [22]. Moreover, Virtual Channel renaming has some

similarities with the proposed Service Merge [10], however, it can be applied to a NoC

with VCs rather than a service oriented NoC with separate router data-paths such as the

QNoC. As a consequence, VC renaming protects only the VC buffers rather than an

entire router data-path. It further increases the buffer complexity and size significantly,

while priorities between physical buffers are fixed. On the contrary, this work offers a

complete solution for tolerating permanent faults on a service-oriented NoC, which is

scalable to multiple traffic classes, presenting flow control and credit handling

modifications to support service redirection.

3.2 The QNoC Architecture

We use the QNoC architecture as our basis to apply our fault-tolerant techniques [4].

QNoC can be positioned between two extreme approaches for providing service-oriented

interconnects. The first one is using different virtual channels for different traffic classes.

At the other end of the spectrum, iMesh uses separate physical networks per service [47].

iMesh may not increase significantly the area cost of the routers compared to a network

with virtual channels and wiring of separate links per service may be cheap in current

technologies, however, the power consumption of a NoC with multiple links is expected

to be increased. QNoC offers separate router data-paths per service however links are

shared between all services and are allocated using priority arbitration at the output

ports. Gilbert et al. showed that a NoC architecture with shared links and separate router

data-paths per service can be more efficient in terms of area, power and performance

compared to using virtual channels [16].
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Table 3.1: Specification of four considered traffic classes

Traffic Classes Traffic Classes
Average Packet

Size [flits]
Proirity

Signaling (Control signals, interrupts)
5%

(Very Low)
5

(Very small)
Very High

Real-Time data (Streaming)
15%

(Medium)
20

(Large)
High

Single Read/Write
10%

(Low)
10

(Medium)
Low

Block Read/Write
70%

(High)
20

(Large)
Very Low

QNoC is a packet switched network composed of routers with service flow control

interconnected on a 2-D mesh topology. It uses XY routing with multi-class wormhole

routing [4]. It supports four distinct services (SVCs) to accommodate equal number of

traffic classes for signaling (control signals, interrupts), real-time data, single read/write

(short data access) and block read/write (large data access) as shown in Table 3.1. A

router connects to each neighbor with two 40-bit links (32-bit data, 8-bit control), one

per direction. It further provides four local connections, one per SVC, through a Network

Interface (NI) to the local component(s). A hop-by-hop credit based flow control is

used; each router sends credits per SVC to its neighbors corresponding to available

input-buffer slots. XY routing guarantees deadlock freeness. Starvation is avoided by

setting boundaries for maximum traffic in each SVC, i.e. services of high priority are set

to have a low upper bound of traffic load and vice versa [4].

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, a QNoC router has three stages: input, switching, output.

At the input stage, flits are sent to the corresponding input buffer based on their SVC. In

case of a header flit, the output port is computed at the Routing Computation (RC) unit

and stored for the remaining flits of the same packet in the Current Routing Table (CRT).

Subsequently, flits are switched from the input buffer to the selected output port buffer,

through a crossbar (one per SVC) according to the CRT information. When multiple

packets of a single service, located at different input ports, compete for the same crossbar

output, a round-robin mechanism is used for fair arbitration (FA). At the output, the

output buffer stores flits ready to be sent. The SVCs are then multiplexed and access the

output port based on their priority and their available credits. In summary, each SVC has

a separate data-path in the router and the only logic shared between them is related to

the priority arbiter at the output. In our implementation, flits are 40-bits, input buffers

store 2 flits and output buffers store 1 flit.
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of QNoC.

3.3 RQNoC: a Resilient QoS NoC

Tolerating permanent faults in a service-oriented NoC can be achieved considering each

SVC separately. Faulty SVC resources can be bypassed either allowing the respective

traffic class to be redirected using an alternative path of the same service, called Service

Detour (SDetour) or alternatively redirect it through the router data-path of another

service, called Service Merge (SMerge). Each of the two options have their advantages

and disadvantages. Service detour prevents services to interfere with each other, but

increases the latency of traffic that belongs to the faulty service. Service merge has a

lower overhead as the packet route remains the same, however, it allows services to

share the same router data-path and consequently affect each other’s performance. In

order to prevent in an RQNoC with SMerge traffic classes with hard QoS requirements to

share router-resources with other traffic, we further introduce Service Renaming, which

allows dynamic assignment of router data-paths to a particular traffic class. To provide a

complete fault-tolerant solution, the remaining network resources that are common for

all services need to be protected, too. Links can tolerate faults by adding to a shifting

technique spare wires, thereby increasing the number of faulty wires they can sustain.

Finally, the common control of a router1 is protected using Triple Modular Redundancy

(TMR). Next, we describe separately each proposed technique.

1Practically the service selector in the input ports and the priority arbiter in the output ports.
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3.3.1 SDetour: Service Detour

Detour is a well-known technique for mitigating permanent faults at links and routers. It

allows to bypass faulty network regions without however modifying the routing algorithm.

This simplifies the design compared to adaptive routing techniques for fault-tolerance.

We describe first the general (global) detour mechanism applied in the proposed RQNoC

and subsequently explain how it is selectively used per service.

Packets that, according to the routing algorithm, need to traverse a path through

damaged links or routers, can still reach their destination taking a detour through an

intermediate node. Such cases are detected at the source NI using a detour table, which

is computed based on the defect map of the NoC. Before a packet is sent to its destination,

the detour table is consulted to check whether there is a detour to be taken. In such case

an additional detour-header flit will be added before the original header flit indicating

the intermediate node as the first destination. When the detour header flit reaches the

input port of the intermediate destination, it is discarded and the subsequent original

packet header is used in the remaining path of the packet to its final destination. This

approach can scale to multiple intermediate destinations as multiple header flits can be

added to a packet and one-by-one be discarded at each intermediate node.

There might be several candidates to be used as intermediate nodes. We choose

the one that minimizes the path and avoids deadlocks. XY routing is deadlock-free,

however detoured packets are not entirely stored-and-forwarded at the intermediate

node, for performance reasons, and therefore may create dependency loops. Such loops

are avoided considering a turn model. As depicted in Figure 3.2, the additional turns

introduced by detour should be the ones of West-First turn model, a subset of which is

XY routing. As a consequence, intermediate nodes are selected so that the packets use

only the turns allowed by the turn model. The routing algorithm (in our case XY) and the

restrictions posed by the turn model may not allow a destination to be reached although

it may still be connected to the rest of the network. To exemplify, Figure 3.4 shows that a

packet from any node (X,Y), where Y≤2, cannot be sent to (0,0) when the vertical link

between (0,3) and (0,2) is broken, although the node is still connected to the rest of the

network; that is because the North-West turn is not allowed by the turn model. This

introduces a disadvantage compared to the subsequent SMerge technique described in

the next subsection. It should be noted that deadlocks due to detour could be avoided

by storing the entire packet at the NI of the intermediate node before forwarding it to its

final destination, however this would significantly increase communication latency.

In our approach faults are detected in the granularity of a service (router data path
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Allowed Turns

Not Allowed Turns

X-Y Routing

West-First  

Routing

Figure 3.2: Possible turns in X-Y routing and West-First turn model.

dedicated to a particular SVC). Consequently, upon the detection of a fault, only the

traffic class belonging to the faulty SVC needs to be detoured, the remaining traffic can

still use the original paths. This is achieved by modifying the detour table at the NI to

store intermediate destinations per service. Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of service

detour as described above. Packets sent from node (0,3) to (1,1) are routed through node

(1,3) using XY. In case the data path of service 3 in router (1,3) is faulty, then service 2 is

detoured through (0,2). The traffic of the remaining services still enjoy the original route.

Service detour does not introduce any additional turns. As described in the previous

paragraphs intermediate nodes are selected according to the West-first turn model.

In the worst case, SDetour may double the number of hops a packet needs to take

from its source to a destination and consequently may double worst case packet latency.

This is taken into account for traffic classes with hard packet latency requirements as

follows: an intermediate node is selected that does not exceed the maximum allowed

number of hops of a particular traffic class. In case that is not possible then the system

should need seek other mitigation techniques described below, or discard (if possible)

the respective destination node in order to avoid system failure.

3.3.2 SMerge: Service Merge

The redundant data-paths per service in a QNoC router can be exploited for

fault-tolerance. As opposed to service detour, this approach allows a router with a faulty

service to still be used by the respective traffic class redirecting (merging) it to the
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Figure 3.3: Basic concept of SVC detour.

data-path of another service. Each service data-path in the proposed RQNoC router is

able to host the traffic of any other service. Such data-path is called host and the

services it hosts are called guests. In general, an RQNoC router can be configured to host

any combination of guests in each service data-path. In the extreme case, a single

data-path may host all four services.
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Router modifications

In order to support SMerge, the architecture of the original QNoC router needs to be

modified as follows. A router needs to be modified at the input port to be able to merge

packets of different services to a single data-path and at the output port to send them out

separately based on their original SVCs. In addition, each neighboring router needs to be

modified in order to handle correctly the credits received. Different credits correspond to

the input buffers of different SVCs, consequently, credits of faulty SVCs should be ignored.

The configuration of a router, indicating which services are merged through which data-

paths, is encoded in a configuration array (CA). In the following, these modifications

are detailed further using the example of Figure 3.5. In this example, two service merge

cases are shown: (i) in router-1, SVC2 uses data-path of SVC3 and (ii) in router-2 SVC1

uses the resources of SVC2.

At the input port of the router, each arriving flit is sent through the SVC multiplexer

to its corresponding SVC data-path, in particular to its input buffer. In the RQNoC, the

select of the SVC multiplexer is configurable (through CA) in order to allow the service

merge. Moreover, in order to keep track of the original SVC of the flits and be able to

distinguish them at the output, each flit is tagged with its original SVC-id. This adds 2

extra bits in the data-path.

After flits are guided to a particular SVC data-path and stored to the corresponding

input buffer, they will be switched to the correct output port as described in the QNoC:

RC computes the output port when the header flit arrives and updates the CRT which is

used to route the upcoming flits of the packet. Each SVC data path has its own crossbar

which uses fair arbitration. In our current implementation, even when multiple traffic

classes are hosted in the same SVC data-path, switching is still performed with fair

arbitration.

At the output port, the flits are stored in the output buffer and wait for the permission

to be sent out. A flit is sent out based on its priority and the available credits in the

corresponding credit counter. For service merge, the priority arbiter should be modified.

Originally the id of the output buffers (each corresponding to a service data path) was

used to grant access to the link, however, in the RQNoC flits of different traffic classes

may share the same data-path. Consequently, in order to maintain priority arbitration

between the original services (even when sharing the same data-path) we modified the

logic of the arbitration decision to be based on the original SVC-id appended to each flit.

Additional changes are required so that neighboring routers can send packets to
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Figure 3.5: An example of service merge.
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a faulty router (for correct credit handling). Neighboring routers should adapt to the

configuration of the faulty router, discarding credits that belong to faulty paths and

taking into account which traffic classes are merged to a specific SVC data-path. In order

to support the above, the credit handling module is changed and two new modules are

introduced at the output port, namely: the Preemption unit and Counter-mask.

In credit-based flow control, each SVC has a dedicated credit counter at each output

port which keeps track of the credits received from the immediate neighboring router

and used in a service. Each counter indicates the available SVC input-buffer space of the

next router. The credit counter corresponding to a faulty SVC data-path of a neighboring

router should be masked. This is achieved by the counter mask module. In the example

of Figure 3.5, the credit counter of SVC2 in router-0 will be ignored and the counter mask

module will redirect the priority arbiter to look at the credit counter of SVC3 instead; this

is because in router-1 traffic of SVC2 is redirected to the data-path of SVC3. Traffic of

SVC3 will still use its original credit counter.

Credit Handler increments and decrements the credit counters based on the credits

received and the flits sent. When multiple traffic classes are merged to the same SVC

data-path the credit handler needs to consider that as follows: received credits that

correspond to a faulty SVC data-path are ignored, when sending a flit that belongs to

a redirected SVC, the counter of the host SVC should be decremented. For example, in

router-0 sending a flit of SVC2 will decrement the credit counter of SVC3, as in router-1 it

is mapped to the SVC3 data-path, in addition credits that belong to SVC2 will have no

effect in the flow control.

Finally, it should be noted that flits of different services cannot be interleaved when

sharing the same SVC data-path. That is due to a packet-integrity check performed at

the input port, which ensures that flits of a packet come in order. Then, mixing packets

of different services at the same SVC data-path requires an additional mechanism to

ensure that. The Preemption unit module, guarantees that a neighboring router will

send to a faulty router all flits of a packet that belongs to a specific traffic class, before

selecting flits of other class that shares the same SVC data-path. In the example of Figure

3.5, router-0 will send to router-1 an entire packet of SVC2 and then select flits of SVC3

as both traffics are mapped to SVC3 in router-1.

To exemplify credit handling in RQNoC with service merge we discuss in more detail

the connection between router-1 and router-2 of Figure 3.5. SVC2 in router-1 is faulty

and therefore the traffic classes of service 2 and 3 share the data-path of SVC3. SVC1 in

router-2 is faulty which forces traffic classes of service 1 and 2 to share the data-path of

SVC2. Figure 3.6 shows in detail how the credit counters in router-1 are associated with
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each traffic class. Each counter is associated with one SVC in the next router, in this case

router-2. Consequently, the counter-1 in router-1 is ignored as SVC-1 in router-2 is faulty.

Then, in router-1, Packets of service 2 (which are hosted in data-path SVC3) and packets

of service 1 in SVC1 will consult counter-2 as in the next router they both share SVC2.

In addition, packets of service 3 and packets of service 1 will consult counters 3 and 1,

respectively, as they use their original data-paths in router-2. In summary, the credit

counter associated with a traffic class is determined by the NCA, while the data-path

where the packets of a class are located is determined by the CA.

Service renaming

An RQNoC with SMerge allows different traffic classes to share router resources. This

may not be acceptable for some high priority traffic classes such as SVC0 (Signaling) and

SVC1 (Real-time data). In order to overcome this problem the proposed RQNoC router

architecture allows the router data-paths to be dynamically assigned to a traffic class

via Service renaming. In practice, this is supported by the credit handling mechanism,

which reassigns the credit counters, and by the service selector at the input ports.

Service merge policy

A faulty service data-path is merged with the data-path of the next lowest priority. This

ensures that higher priority services are not affected. At the output port arbitration of

merged traffic is performed considering the original packet priorities. The only exception

to this policy is when the lowest (SVC3) or the highest (SVC0) priority traffic is faulty. In

the first case, SVC3 is merged with the next available higher priority service data-path.

Even so, arbitration in the output port is performed considering the original packet

priorities. In the latter case, when faulty the highest priority SVC0 should not be merged

for QoS reasons. It is then renamed to an available router data-path and lower priority

SVCs are merged together. For an RQNoC that requires its highest priority traffic class

to be isolated, each router should have at least 2 out of its 4 data-paths available or

otherwise an SDetour should be taken as explained below.

3.3.3 Combining SDetour and SMerge

An RQNoC may use either SDetour or SMerge to mitigate faults or combine them both

to maximize fault tolerance. In the latter case, a fault is first attempted to be tolerated

with SMerge and if this is not possible then SDetour is employed. It would be inefficient

to apply the two techniques in the opposite order. Applying SDetour first to bypass a
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faulty service on a router would prevent the local port from sending traffic of that service

and therefore reduce network connectivity from the first fault. On the contrary, applying

first SMerge allows the packets of a faulty service to be injected through another SVC

data-path. All three alternative RQNoC designs provide fault tolerant links as described

next and protect common router control logic with TMR.
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Figure 3.6: Credit handling example in a RQNoC router with Service Merge.

Configuration arrays

At each port of the router an 8-bit configuration-array (CA) is stored. Service merging

decisions are made off-line and the information about the current status of each SVC is

stored in the CA at each router. Figure 3.7 illustrates the default format of the CA. Each

2-bits of CA are dedicated to one SVC ,i.e. bits 7-5 for SVC3, 6-4 SVC2, 3-2 SVC1, 1-0 SVC0.

The value of each 2-bits indicates the SVC data-path that host the corresponding traffic

class. For instance, a CA configuration of 11101000 indicates that SVC0 and SVC3 use

their own resources, SVC1 and SVC2 use the SVC2 resources. Each router is also aware

of the CA of its neighboring routers in order to send correctly packets to faulty routers.

We call this Neighbors Configuration-Array (NCA). The NCA is a copy of the CA of the

immediate neighboring router.

3.3.4 Resilient Links

A single faulty wire may render an entire link unusable. In order to tolerate faulty wires

at a link and use with a degraded bandwidth, Vitkovskiy et al. suggested shifting and
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Figure 3.7: Configuration Array.

retransmission of flits traversing a partially faulty link [45]. Thereby, the flit data will be

able to be sent across the fault-free wires after multiple retransmissions. The number of

retransmission required depends on the number and location of faulty wires. A flit needs

to be shifted by one bit and retransmitted to tolerate one faulty wire and in the best case

up to 50% of the wires being faulty; this reduces the link bandwidth to half. Consecutive

fault wires have a more severe impact on performance. In general, N consecutive faulty

wires require N shifting and retransmissions of the same flit substantially affecting the

bandwidth of the link. In order to reduce the performance overhead of the shifting

method we added two spare wires to each link. In effect, this allows to tolerate two faulty

wires before degrading link bandwidth at all.
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Figure 3.8: Two spare wires and a shifting mechanism can tolerate up to 2 faults without

compromising link performance. More faults are tolerated by shifting and retransmission at reduced

link bandwidth.
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Figure 3.8, shows the design of the links used in our approach providing spare wires

and shifting. At every output port of a router, the 40 bits of a link provide input to 42

5-to-1 multiplexers in order to support shifting. In particular, the i th multiplexer receives

input from bits i −2, i −1, i , i +1, i +2 and the multiplexers corresponding to the spare

wires have the same inputs as the 39th and 40th multiplexer. At the other end of the link

5-to-1 multiplexers are used to shift back transmitted data to their original form. When

retransmission, the output buffer is controlled to keep the transmitted flits and the input

buffer is controlled to overwrite the respective bits of the flit. We do not allow more than

one retransmission, as this would need additional hardware changes in order to shift the

previously shifted values, requiring the insertion of registers at the two ends of the links.

3.3.5 Fault Model, Diagnosis and Reconfiguration

From the above techniques it is evident that our fault model distinguishes faulty

resources – due to manufacturing defects or aging faults – in the following granularity:

single router data-path (dedicated to one service), router control, and individual link

wires. Such faults are permanent, manifested first as (repeated) transient faults which

subsequently trigger an online diagnosis test. Consequently, detection mechanisms are

required to determine whether each one of the above network parts are faulty.

RQNoC packets are protected with Error-Detection Code (EDC) which are checked

at each input and output port of a router, similar to [17, 24]. This allows us to locate

the particular link or router data-path where the fault occurred. Each EDC checker in

addition provides a simple mechanism to keep track of multiple faults using a simple

Finite State Machine (FSM), similar to [24]. When multiple repeated faults are detected

on a link or a router data-path, then a test packet is generated by the NIs of the respective

and a neighboring router(s)2. The neighboring routers are informed to send test packets

via dedicated wires. A router in test mode will have a fixed control directing the test

packets to the correct output port as it cannot rely on the test packet. Test packets for

links and router data-paths are constructed considering the test vectors of [45] in order

to diagnose particular faulty wires on a link. The same test pattern is also used for testing

the data-paths. During testing, the same test packets are replicated at the demultiplexer

of the input port to all four service data-paths; thereby the control logic which is repeated

per service (RC, CRT, FA) can be tested. Finally, faults at the common parts of the router

control are detected via TMR and an FSM is used to detect repeated faults. Then, a

2A faulty link requires a test packet from the neighboring NI and a faulty router data-path from the NIs of all
neighbors as well as the local NI towards the output port that reported multiple detected faults.
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consistently faulty copy of the control is disabled; at a second permanent control fault

the entire router is considered faulty.

All three techniques presented above require a way to modify the configuration of

the network. Service detour requires the detour table at the NI to be updated according

to the status of network resources. Service Merge needs the configuration arrays of

the faulty router and its neighbors to be updated. Also the link configuration needs to

be updated in order to bypass the faulty wires. This is performed via control packets

generated and broadcasted at the NI receiving the test packets. In cases where this is not

possible (the faulty router cannot communicate the results of a test), a time out of the

neighbors that generated the test packets will declare the router under test faulty and

update their configuration accordingly.

3.4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate three variations of the proposed RQNoC. We measure

networks performance and fault tolerance, in terms of network connectivity preserved

in the presence of faults, all contributing to the QoS provided by the networks. Moreover,

we retrieve post-synthesis results analyzing the overheads of our techniques in the

operating frequency, power consumption and area of the QNoC. The RQNoC designs are

compared to the baseline QNoC and a QNoC with global detour.

3.4.1 Implementation Results

We have implemented in RTL three 4x4 RQNoC 2D mesh designs that provide (i) service

detour (RQNoC SDetour), (ii) Service Merge (RQNoC SMerge), or (iii) both (RQNoC

SMerge+SDetour). We further implemented a baseline 4x4 QNoC 2D mesh (QNoC

baseline) and a QNoC providing global detour3 (QNoC GDetour). All designs, except

the baseline, tolerate permanent faults at the links and router-control as described in

Section 3.3.

The designs are implemented using ST 65nm low-power library in Synopsis Design

compiler. Power consumption is measured by simulating the designs netlists for 1ms.

Table 3.2 summarizes the overheads in operating frequency, power consumption and

silicon resources of the three alternative RQNoCs versus the baseline QNoC. The QNoC

GDetour has the same area and frequency with the RQNoC SDetour and is therefore

omitted from the table. Employing Service detour increases the area by 24.3%; 2
5 of it

3All services are redirected the same way.
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Table 3.2: Implementation results of the QNoC and RQNoC designs.

Design Power (Watt) Area (µm2) Frequency (MHz)
Baseline QNoC 1.63 946k 1100
RQNoC SMerge 2.06 (+26.6%) 1428k (+50.8%) 1000 (-9.1%)
RQNoC SDetour
(also QNoC GDetour)

1.74(+6.8%) 1117k (+24.3%) 1100

RQNoC SMerge + SDetour 2.14 (+31.6%) 1476k (+55.8%) 1000 (-9.1%)

is due to the fault tolerant links, 2
5 due to the triplication of the common router control

parts, and the remaining 1
5 due to the changes in flit handling for the additional detour

header. SDetour power consumption is increased by 6.8% and its operating frequency

is equal to the baseline. SMerge introduces a higher area overhead of 50.8% primarily

due to the changes in the control needed for merging services and to a smaller extend

due to a few data-path additions for tagging packets of different services. SMerge power

consumption increases compared to the baseline by 26.6% and its clock rate decreases

by 9.1% due to the complexity of the router control. Finally, an RQNoC integrating both

SDetour and SMerge requires 55.8% additional resources mainly due to resources and

consumes 31.6 more power, having 9.1% slower clock.
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Figure 3.9: Network latency, throughput, and percentage of successfully transmitted packets (per

service and total), for the RQNoC and QNoC designs. Each network has 1 permanent fault.
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Standard deviation (σ), Maximum and Mean values for the packet latency (cycles)

SVC0

1f

σ* 8.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 σ* 38.8 20.4 30.9 20.4 σ* 41.1 25.7 45.2 20.0 σ** 60.0 25.3 44.1 25.1
Max* 48.5 27.5 31.5 27.5 Max* 193.5 104.5 144.5 104.5 Max* 180.5 119.5 190.5 96.5 Max** 273.5 122.5 193.5 121.5
Mean* 14.4 14.2 15.5 13.9 Mean* 47.5 43.3 51.9 43.3 Mean* 59.4 43.3 55.7 37.5 Mean** 58.4 46.7 61.2 46.6

4.0

σ* 13.6 6.2 6.9 4.5 σ* 36.5 19.9 30.2 20.4 σ* 47.0 27.0 176.0 20.0 σ** 58.1 22.1 49.6 25.1
Max* 64.5 32.5 35.5 27.5 Max* 183.5 101.5 136.5 104.5 Max* 194.5 122.5 643.5 96.5 Max** 265.5 108.5 207.5 121.5
Mean* 23.9 14.6 14.9 13.9 Mean* 74.8 42.3 46.7 43.3 Mean* 54.5 42.4 115.7 37.5 Mean** 91.6 42.5 59.0 46.6

8.0

σ* 11.3 8.2 4.4 4.5 σ* 29.1 27.1 15.7 20.4 σ* 61.5 36.5 15.6 20.0 σ** 60.2 203.6 17.8 25.1
Max* 55.5 41.5 25.5 27.5 Max* 153.5 127.5 81.5 104.5 Max* 258.5 157.5 73.5 96.5 Max** 272.5 734.5 88.5 121.5
Mean* 22.5 17.7 12.4 13.9 Mean* 66.7 46.1 34.6 43.3 Mean* 74.3 48.6 27.1 37.5 Mean** 92.4 124.7 35.7 46.6

16.0

σ* 8.2 6.9 1.8 4.5 σ* 38.7 11.7 5.7 20.4 σ* 155.1 12.4 5.4 20.0 σ** 64.0 81.7 6.7 25.1
Max* 45.5 35.5 13.5 27.5 Max* 188.5 66.5 37.5 104.5 Max* 606.5 63.5 33.5 96.5 Max** 286.5 321.5 46.5 121.5
Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
Mean* 10.1 11.9 10.1 13.9 26.5 Mean* 26.3 30.7 26.3 43.3 67.2 Mean* 17.3 22.0 17.3 37.5 74.1 Mean** 78.8 73.3 27.0 46.6 65.0

* At the highest injection rate

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

SVC1

1f

σ* 8.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 σ* 38.8 20.4 30.9 20.4 σ* 41.1 25.7 45.2 20.0 σ** 60.0 25.3 44.1 25.1
Max* 48.5 27.5 31.5 27.5 Max* 193.5 104.5 144.5 104.5 Max* 180.5 119.5 190.5 96.5 Max** 273.5 122.5 193.5 121.5
Mean* 14.4 14.2 15.5 13.9 Mean* 47.5 43.3 51.9 43.3 Mean* 59.4 43.3 55.7 37.5 Mean** 58.4 46.7 61.2 46.6

4.0

σ* 13.6 6.2 6.9 4.5 σ* 36.5 19.9 30.2 20.4 σ* 47.0 27.0 176.0 20.0 σ** 58.1 22.1 49.6 25.1
Max* 64.5 32.5 35.5 27.5 Max* 183.5 101.5 136.5 104.5 Max* 194.5 122.5 643.5 96.5 Max** 265.5 108.5 207.5 121.5
Mean* 23.9 14.6 14.9 13.9 Mean* 74.8 42.3 46.7 43.3 Mean* 54.5 42.4 115.7 37.5 Mean** 91.6 42.5 59.0 46.6

8.0

σ* 11.3 8.2 4.4 4.5 σ* 29.1 27.1 15.7 20.4 σ* 61.5 36.5 15.6 20.0 σ** 60.2 203.6 17.8 25.1
Max* 55.5 41.5 25.5 27.5 Max* 153.5 127.5 81.5 104.5 Max* 258.5 157.5 73.5 96.5 Max** 272.5 734.5 88.5 121.5
Mean* 22.5 17.7 12.4 13.9 Mean* 66.7 46.1 34.6 43.3 Mean* 74.3 48.6 27.1 37.5 Mean** 92.4 124.7 35.7 46.6

16.0

σ* 8.2 6.9 1.8 4.5 σ* 38.7 11.7 5.7 20.4 σ* 155.1 12.4 5.4 20.0 σ** 64.0 81.7 6.7 25.1
Max* 45.5 35.5 13.5 27.5 Max* 188.5 66.5 37.5 104.5 Max* 606.5 63.5 33.5 96.5 Max** 286.5 321.5 46.5 121.5
Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
Mean* 10.1 11.9 10.1 13.9 26.5 Mean* 26.3 30.7 26.3 43.3 67.2 Mean* 17.3 22.0 17.3 37.5 74.1 Mean** 78.8 73.3 27.0 46.6 65.0

* At the highest injection rate

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

SVC2

1f

σ* 8.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 σ* 38.8 20.4 30.9 20.4 σ* 41.1 25.7 45.2 20.0 σ** 60.0 25.3 44.1 25.1
Max* 48.5 27.5 31.5 27.5 Max* 193.5 104.5 144.5 104.5 Max* 180.5 119.5 190.5 96.5 Max** 273.5 122.5 193.5 121.5
Mean* 14.4 14.2 15.5 13.9 Mean* 47.5 43.3 51.9 43.3 Mean* 59.4 43.3 55.7 37.5 Mean** 58.4 46.7 61.2 46.6

4.0

σ* 13.6 6.2 6.9 4.5 σ* 36.5 19.9 30.2 20.4 σ* 47.0 27.0 176.0 20.0 σ** 58.1 22.1 49.6 25.1
Max* 64.5 32.5 35.5 27.5 Max* 183.5 101.5 136.5 104.5 Max* 194.5 122.5 643.5 96.5 Max** 265.5 108.5 207.5 121.5
Mean* 23.9 14.6 14.9 13.9 Mean* 74.8 42.3 46.7 43.3 Mean* 54.5 42.4 115.7 37.5 Mean** 91.6 42.5 59.0 46.6

8.0

σ* 11.3 8.2 4.4 4.5 σ* 29.1 27.1 15.7 20.4 σ* 61.5 36.5 15.6 20.0 σ** 60.2 203.6 17.8 25.1
Max* 55.5 41.5 25.5 27.5 Max* 153.5 127.5 81.5 104.5 Max* 258.5 157.5 73.5 96.5 Max** 272.5 734.5 88.5 121.5
Mean* 22.5 17.7 12.4 13.9 Mean* 66.7 46.1 34.6 43.3 Mean* 74.3 48.6 27.1 37.5 Mean** 92.4 124.7 35.7 46.6

16.0

σ* 8.2 6.9 1.8 4.5 σ* 38.7 11.7 5.7 20.4 σ* 155.1 12.4 5.4 20.0 σ** 64.0 81.7 6.7 25.1
Max* 45.5 35.5 13.5 27.5 Max* 188.5 66.5 37.5 104.5 Max* 606.5 63.5 33.5 96.5 Max** 286.5 321.5 46.5 121.5
Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
Mean* 10.1 11.9 10.1 13.9 26.5 Mean* 26.3 30.7 26.3 43.3 67.2 Mean* 17.3 22.0 17.3 37.5 74.1 Mean** 78.8 73.3 27.0 46.6 65.0

* At the highest injection rate

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

SVC3

1f

σ* 8.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 σ* 38.8 20.4 30.9 20.4 σ* 41.1 25.7 45.2 20.0 σ** 60.0 25.3 44.1 25.1
Max* 48.5 27.5 31.5 27.5 Max* 193.5 104.5 144.5 104.5 Max* 180.5 119.5 190.5 96.5 Max** 273.5 122.5 193.5 121.5
Mean* 14.4 14.2 15.5 13.9 Mean* 47.5 43.3 51.9 43.3 Mean* 59.4 43.3 55.7 37.5 Mean** 58.4 46.7 61.2 46.6

4.0

σ* 13.6 6.2 6.9 4.5 σ* 36.5 19.9 30.2 20.4 σ* 47.0 27.0 176.0 20.0 σ** 58.1 22.1 49.6 25.1
Max* 64.5 32.5 35.5 27.5 Max* 183.5 101.5 136.5 104.5 Max* 194.5 122.5 643.5 96.5 Max** 265.5 108.5 207.5 121.5
Mean* 23.9 14.6 14.9 13.9 Mean* 74.8 42.3 46.7 43.3 Mean* 54.5 42.4 115.7 37.5 Mean** 91.6 42.5 59.0 46.6

8.0

σ* 11.3 8.2 4.4 4.5 σ* 29.1 27.1 15.7 20.4 σ* 61.5 36.5 15.6 20.0 σ** 60.2 203.6 17.8 25.1
Max* 55.5 41.5 25.5 27.5 Max* 153.5 127.5 81.5 104.5 Max* 258.5 157.5 73.5 96.5 Max** 272.5 734.5 88.5 121.5
Mean* 22.5 17.7 12.4 13.9 Mean* 66.7 46.1 34.6 43.3 Mean* 74.3 48.6 27.1 37.5 Mean** 92.4 124.7 35.7 46.6

16.0

σ* 8.2 6.9 1.8 4.5 σ* 38.7 11.7 5.7 20.4 σ* 155.1 12.4 5.4 20.0 σ** 64.0 81.7 6.7 25.1
Max* 45.5 35.5 13.5 27.5 Max* 188.5 66.5 37.5 104.5 Max* 606.5 63.5 33.5 96.5 Max** 286.5 321.5 46.5 121.5
Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
Mean* 10.1 11.9 10.1 13.9 26.5 Mean* 26.3 30.7 26.3 43.3 67.2 Mean* 17.3 22.0 17.3 37.5 74.1 Mean** 78.8 73.3 27.0 46.6 65.0

* At the highest injection rate

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

Figure 3.10: Network latency, throughput, and percentage of successfully transmitted packets (per

service and total), for the RQNoC and QNoC designs. Each network has 4 permanent faults.
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Standard deviation (σ), Maximum and Mean values for the packet latency (cycles)
SVC0

1f

σ* 8.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 σ* 38.8 20.4 30.9 20.4 σ* 41.1 25.7 45.2 20.0 σ** 60.0 25.3 44.1 25.1
Max* 48.5 27.5 31.5 27.5 Max* 193.5 104.5 144.5 104.5 Max* 180.5 119.5 190.5 96.5 Max** 273.5 122.5 193.5 121.5
Mean* 14.4 14.2 15.5 13.9 Mean* 47.5 43.3 51.9 43.3 Mean* 59.4 43.3 55.7 37.5 Mean** 58.4 46.7 61.2 46.6

4.0

σ* 13.6 6.2 6.9 4.5 σ* 36.5 19.9 30.2 20.4 σ* 47.0 27.0 176.0 20.0 σ** 58.1 22.1 49.6 25.1
Max* 64.5 32.5 35.5 27.5 Max* 183.5 101.5 136.5 104.5 Max* 194.5 122.5 643.5 96.5 Max** 265.5 108.5 207.5 121.5
Mean* 23.9 14.6 14.9 13.9 Mean* 74.8 42.3 46.7 43.3 Mean* 54.5 42.4 115.7 37.5 Mean** 91.6 42.5 59.0 46.6

8.0

σ* 11.3 8.2 4.4 4.5 σ* 29.1 27.1 15.7 20.4 σ* 61.5 36.5 15.6 20.0 σ** 60.2 203.6 17.8 25.1
Max* 55.5 41.5 25.5 27.5 Max* 153.5 127.5 81.5 104.5 Max* 258.5 157.5 73.5 96.5 Max** 272.5 734.5 88.5 121.5
Mean* 22.5 17.7 12.4 13.9 Mean* 66.7 46.1 34.6 43.3 Mean* 74.3 48.6 27.1 37.5 Mean** 92.4 124.7 35.7 46.6

16.0
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Max* 45.5 35.5 13.5 27.5 Max* 188.5 66.5 37.5 104.5 Max* 606.5 63.5 33.5 96.5 Max** 286.5 321.5 46.5 121.5
Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
Mean* 10.1 11.9 10.1 13.9 26.5 Mean* 26.3 30.7 26.3 43.3 67.2 Mean* 17.3 22.0 17.3 37.5 74.1 Mean** 78.8 73.3 27.0 46.6 65.0
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Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
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σ* 8.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 σ* 38.8 20.4 30.9 20.4 σ* 41.1 25.7 45.2 20.0 σ** 60.0 25.3 44.1 25.1
Max* 48.5 27.5 31.5 27.5 Max* 193.5 104.5 144.5 104.5 Max* 180.5 119.5 190.5 96.5 Max** 273.5 122.5 193.5 121.5
Mean* 14.4 14.2 15.5 13.9 Mean* 47.5 43.3 51.9 43.3 Mean* 59.4 43.3 55.7 37.5 Mean** 58.4 46.7 61.2 46.6

4.0
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Max* 64.5 32.5 35.5 27.5 Max* 183.5 101.5 136.5 104.5 Max* 194.5 122.5 643.5 96.5 Max** 265.5 108.5 207.5 121.5
Mean* 23.9 14.6 14.9 13.9 Mean* 74.8 42.3 46.7 43.3 Mean* 54.5 42.4 115.7 37.5 Mean** 91.6 42.5 59.0 46.6

8.0

σ* 11.3 8.2 4.4 4.5 σ* 29.1 27.1 15.7 20.4 σ* 61.5 36.5 15.6 20.0 σ** 60.2 203.6 17.8 25.1
Max* 55.5 41.5 25.5 27.5 Max* 153.5 127.5 81.5 104.5 Max* 258.5 157.5 73.5 96.5 Max** 272.5 734.5 88.5 121.5
Mean* 22.5 17.7 12.4 13.9 Mean* 66.7 46.1 34.6 43.3 Mean* 74.3 48.6 27.1 37.5 Mean** 92.4 124.7 35.7 46.6

16.0

σ* 8.2 6.9 1.8 4.5 σ* 38.7 11.7 5.7 20.4 σ* 155.1 12.4 5.4 20.0 σ** 64.0 81.7 6.7 25.1
Max* 45.5 35.5 13.5 27.5 Max* 188.5 66.5 37.5 104.5 Max* 606.5 63.5 33.5 96.5 Max** 286.5 321.5 46.5 121.5
Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
Mean* 10.1 11.9 10.1 13.9 26.5 Mean* 26.3 30.7 26.3 43.3 67.2 Mean* 17.3 22.0 17.3 37.5 74.1 Mean** 78.8 73.3 27.0 46.6 65.0
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σ* 8.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 σ* 38.8 20.4 30.9 20.4 σ* 41.1 25.7 45.2 20.0 σ** 60.0 25.3 44.1 25.1
Max* 48.5 27.5 31.5 27.5 Max* 193.5 104.5 144.5 104.5 Max* 180.5 119.5 190.5 96.5 Max** 273.5 122.5 193.5 121.5
Mean* 14.4 14.2 15.5 13.9 Mean* 47.5 43.3 51.9 43.3 Mean* 59.4 43.3 55.7 37.5 Mean** 58.4 46.7 61.2 46.6

4.0

σ* 13.6 6.2 6.9 4.5 σ* 36.5 19.9 30.2 20.4 σ* 47.0 27.0 176.0 20.0 σ** 58.1 22.1 49.6 25.1
Max* 64.5 32.5 35.5 27.5 Max* 183.5 101.5 136.5 104.5 Max* 194.5 122.5 643.5 96.5 Max** 265.5 108.5 207.5 121.5
Mean* 23.9 14.6 14.9 13.9 Mean* 74.8 42.3 46.7 43.3 Mean* 54.5 42.4 115.7 37.5 Mean** 91.6 42.5 59.0 46.6

8.0

σ* 11.3 8.2 4.4 4.5 σ* 29.1 27.1 15.7 20.4 σ* 61.5 36.5 15.6 20.0 σ** 60.2 203.6 17.8 25.1
Max* 55.5 41.5 25.5 27.5 Max* 153.5 127.5 81.5 104.5 Max* 258.5 157.5 73.5 96.5 Max** 272.5 734.5 88.5 121.5
Mean* 22.5 17.7 12.4 13.9 Mean* 66.7 46.1 34.6 43.3 Mean* 74.3 48.6 27.1 37.5 Mean** 92.4 124.7 35.7 46.6

16.0

σ* 8.2 6.9 1.8 4.5 σ* 38.7 11.7 5.7 20.4 σ* 155.1 12.4 5.4 20.0 σ** 64.0 81.7 6.7 25.1
Max* 45.5 35.5 13.5 27.5 Max* 188.5 66.5 37.5 104.5 Max* 606.5 63.5 33.5 96.5 Max** 286.5 321.5 46.5 121.5
Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
Mean* 10.1 11.9 10.1 13.9 26.5 Mean* 26.3 30.7 26.3 43.3 67.2 Mean* 17.3 22.0 17.3 37.5 74.1 Mean** 78.8 73.3 27.0 46.6 65.0

* At the highest injection rate

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

Figure 3.11: Network latency, throughput, and percentage of successfully transmitted packets (per

service and total), for the RQNoC and QNoC designs. Each network has 8 permanent faults.
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Figure 3.12: Network latency, throughput, and percentage of successfully transmitted packets (per

service and total), for the RQNoC and QNoC designs. Each network has 16 permanent faults.

3.4.2 Performance results

We evaluate the above 4x4 RQNoCs and QNoCs in terms of performance, measuring

latency (in cycles), throughput (flits per cycle per node), and also the percentage of

successfully received packets. The above indicate the preserved QoS of RQNoC in the

presence of faults compared to the fault-free case. We consider that SVC0 traffic requires

to always have separate router resources in order to avoid protocol-level deadlocks [32]

and therefore apply service renaming to achieve this when SMerge is used. This has as a
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Mean* 14.4 14.2 15.5 13.9 Mean* 47.5 43.3 51.9 43.3 Mean* 59.4 43.3 55.7 37.5 Mean** 58.4 46.7 61.2 46.6

4.0

σ* 13.6 6.2 6.9 4.5 σ* 36.5 19.9 30.2 20.4 σ* 47.0 27.0 176.0 20.0 σ** 58.1 22.1 49.6 25.1
Max* 64.5 32.5 35.5 27.5 Max* 183.5 101.5 136.5 104.5 Max* 194.5 122.5 643.5 96.5 Max** 265.5 108.5 207.5 121.5
Mean* 23.9 14.6 14.9 13.9 Mean* 74.8 42.3 46.7 43.3 Mean* 54.5 42.4 115.7 37.5 Mean** 91.6 42.5 59.0 46.6

8.0

σ* 11.3 8.2 4.4 4.5 σ* 29.1 27.1 15.7 20.4 σ* 61.5 36.5 15.6 20.0 σ** 60.2 203.6 17.8 25.1
Max* 55.5 41.5 25.5 27.5 Max* 153.5 127.5 81.5 104.5 Max* 258.5 157.5 73.5 96.5 Max** 272.5 734.5 88.5 121.5
Mean* 22.5 17.7 12.4 13.9 Mean* 66.7 46.1 34.6 43.3 Mean* 74.3 48.6 27.1 37.5 Mean** 92.4 124.7 35.7 46.6

16.0

σ* 8.2 6.9 1.8 4.5 σ* 38.7 11.7 5.7 20.4 σ* 155.1 12.4 5.4 20.0 σ** 64.0 81.7 6.7 25.1
Max* 45.5 35.5 13.5 27.5 Max* 188.5 66.5 37.5 104.5 Max* 606.5 63.5 33.5 96.5 Max** 286.5 321.5 46.5 121.5
Mean* 20.8 16.0 10.1 13.9 Mean* 72.5 31.5 26.3 43.3 Mean* 141.9 27.1 17.3 37.5 Mean** 94.7 77.2 27.0 46.6

32.0

σ* 1.8 3.5 1.8 4.5 15.8 σ* 5.7 11.0 5.7 20.4 32.5 σ* 5.4 8.9 5.4 20.0 65.4 σ** 49.0 74.9 6.7 25.1 29.4
Max* 13.5 21.5 13.5 27.5 73.5 Max* 37.5 63.5 37.5 104.5 164.5 Max* 33.5 48.5 33.5 96.5 269.5 Max** 42.5 297.5 46.5 121.5 152.5
Mean* 10.1 11.9 10.1 13.9 26.5 Mean* 26.3 30.7 26.3 43.3 67.2 Mean* 17.3 22.0 17.3 37.5 74.1 Mean** 78.8 73.3 27.0 46.6 65.0

* At the highest injection rate

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

* At the highest injection rate ** At the highest injection rate 
before saturation.

Figure 3.13: Network latency, throughput, and percentage of successfully transmitted packets (per

service and total), for the RQNoC and QNoC designs. Each network has 32 permanent faults.
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consequence each router to require at least two undamaged data-paths before it fails.

Our experiments have been performed simulating the RTL of the network designs for

1.5 million cycles each, having a warmup phase of 20 thousand cycles. Synthetic uniform

random traffic is injected with up to one flit/cycle/node injection rate distributed among

the four SVCs as described in Table 3.1.

We perform experiments injecting to the networks 0, 1, 4, 8, 16 and 32 faults, the

location of which is randomly selected considering the silicon area of each network

part. For each of the above fault densities, multiple runs have been performed4 and

the average results are plotted in Figures 3.9 to 3.13. In addition, standard deviation of

throughput and packet latency, as well as maximum packet latency are presented. It is

worth noting that, all networks have the same performance when fault free, which is also

depicted in the figures for comparison.

We first measure the percentage of the packets successfully delivered to provide a

better insight of the actual network load and a first estimate of fault tolerance5. The

RQNoC SMerge+SDetour improves fault tolerance compared to RQNoC SMerge only in

the case of 32 faults and therefore its performance is depicted only in Figure 3.13. In

these experiments, RQNoC SMerge delivers successfully 100% of the injected packets

for up to 16 network faults and about 70% for a network with 32 faults as some links or

routers are entirely damaged. RQNoC SMerge+SDetour is able to mitigate some of the

above faults increasing the successfully delivered packets to 83% as shown in in Figure

3.13. RQNoC SDetour follows in fault-tolerance delivering 99% to 45% of the injected

packets for 1 to 32 faults. Finally, GDetour treats a partially faulty router as entirely

damaged preventing traffic that would otherwise use it from being sent, even if it belongs

to a fault-free SVC. As a consequence, QNoC GDetour accommodates 82% down to only

4% of the packets sent.

The performance of each network is only fair to be measured considering an injection

rate after excluding the packets dropped at the network interface6. In so doing, we

consider the actual load of the networks. The injection rate in Figures 3.9 to 3.13 refers to

4We have performed 4 runs for each particular number of faults (fault density), injecting faults to different
(randomly selected) network locations and present their average results. We recognize that a particular
technique may have different performance when injecting a specific set of faults, however exhaustive fault
injection and network simulation would be practically impossible. Even so, our experiments show a clear trend
in the performance and fault-tolerance of the described techniques, allowing us to derive useful conclusions
about their efficiency.

5Fault tolerance is more accurately evaluated in the next Section 3.4.3 where half a million fault injections
have been performed to measure the connectivity of the different networks. Even so, the percentages of
successfully received packets presented in this subsection are quite close to the analysis of Section 3.4.3 and in
most cases within a 10% margin from the estimated mean network connectivity.

6These are packets that require to pass through faulty network resources which cannot be repaired or
avoided. As a consequence, these packets are dropped before injected in the network.
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the total traffic load of a network, a fraction of which belongs to each service as indicated

in Table 3.1.

In general, packet latency remains more stable, as the injection rate increases, for

higher priority services and saturates only for the lowest priority service (SVC3). A similar

observation holds for throughput which scales (almost) linearly with the injection rate

for higher priority services.

RQNoC SDetour incurs low performance overheads in low fault densities and high

priority packets. However, as the number of faults increases and routing paths get

longer, SDetour becomes inefficient and this is mostly evident in low priority services.

More precisely, in networks with up to 4 faults and in SVC0 and 1, SDetour has similar

performance with the fault free case, for SVC 2 average packet latency increases 1-

15%, while SVC3 saturates at the same point with a fault-free network. Throughput is

similar or even better (in SVC1) than fault free as shown in Figure 3.10 as detouring

packets contributes to load balancing and avoiding congestion. At higher number of

faults, SDetour starts having a significant performance decrease. For 8 to 32 faults,

SDetour maintains about 50% of the overall fault-free throughput and saturates at 10-

15% injection rate versus 50% of the fault free case. Finally, in all fault densities, SDetour

performs well for SVC 0 and 1 showing that longer paths may have a smaller impact in

the performance of high priority services.

SMerge incurs a significant latency overhead in most cases. Allowing different traffic

classes to share, besides the network links, the same router data-paths increases the

overall latency, even if priority arbitration is maintained in the output ports. An

additional reason for the lower SMerge performance is that flits of different packets

cannot be interleaved in data-paths shared by multiple services as they would if they

had their own data-path. Packet latency increases more for lower priority traffic and

higher fault densities. In particular, for one network fault latency increases by 1%, 10%,

and 100% for SVC 0, 1 and 2, respectively, while SVC3 saturates at 25% of injection rate

versus 50% in a fault free network. Throughput drops notably only in SVC3 to about

70-80% of the fault free. For 4 faults, SMerge has about 50% to 100% higher latency and

maintains 80% of the fault free throughput. At 8, and 16 network faults, latency increases

by 1.7-2×, 1.6-3.8×, respectively, while for 32 faults latency slightly reduces to and

1.5-2.4× of the fault free due to higher rate of dropped packets. In these fault densities,

the saturation point is at 20% of the injection rate versus 50% in the fault free case and

throughput is about 50%-70% of a fault-free network. It is worth noting that for 32 faults

the latency of SVC0 and SVC1 reduces after the saturation point of the network

(injection rate 20%), as shown in Figure 3.13; lower priority traffic gets congested and
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hence high priority packets have lower competition for the shared resources.

An RQNoC with SMerge and SDetour can improve fault tolerance in networks with

32 faults delivering 83% of the generated packets. The combination of sharing resources

among services (SMerge) and using longer paths (SDetour)increases the packet latency

for high priority SVCs, as shown in Figure 3.13. However, for the larger, low priority traffic-

load, using different paths (SDetour) implicitly avoids congestion points and reduces

latency. On the contrary, throughput is better than SMerge for high priority traffic and

worse for lower priority. This is explained by the fact that sharing NoC resources favors

higher priority packets, which get a larger share of the links and router data-paths.

Overall, latency is 1.5-2× higher than the fault free QNoC (or RQNoC) and throughput is

similar to fault free for SVC0 and drops to about 50% for the other services.

In most cases, GDetour substantially increases packet latency although throughput

is close to the fault-free case. To exemplify, GDetour latency doubles for some services

even with a single network fault and reaches saturation point at 10% injection rate with 4

faults. Beyond these fault densities we cannot derive useful conclusions about GDetour

as the percentage of successfully transmitted packets is below 20%.

In addition to the average latency and throughput, Figures 3.9 to 3.13 depict the

maximum packet latency and standard deviation of latency and throughput7. In general,

maximum latency and standard deviation of latency and throughput suffer similar

overheads with their respective average values. There are however some exceptions.

Maximum latency and its standard deviation double in SMerge RQNoC with a single

permanent fault although the overhead in mean packet latency is substantially lower. A

similar observation is made for the combined SMerge and SDetour for 32 faults as well

as in some cases of the GDetour.

In summary, tolerating permanent faults in the RQNoC incurs (in some cases

significant) overheads, but it offers better network connectivity. Allowing a minimum

number of network nodes to remain connected can be more critical than performance

for avoiding system failure. Besides, many systems are designed to offer graceful

degradation of performance and/or functionality in the presence of permanent

faults [44]. Despite the RQNoC performance overheads only the lowest priority service

saturates as it does so in the fault-free case, too; this shows that traffic classes still enjoy

QoS even when parts of the NoC are damaged.

7In most cases, standard deviation of throughput is too small to be observable in the plots.
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Figure 3.14: Mean and ±3σ range of connectivity values for the proposed RQNoC designs at different

fault densities.

3.4.3 Network connectivity and Fault-tolerance

We present next a more accurate evaluation of fault-tolerance and network connectivity;

which directly relates to NoC and SoC QoS as system failure may depend to a minimum

number of connected nodes, besides minimum performance. This is achieved creating

network models for each RQNoC design and performing multiple fault-injections for

different fault densities. In each case, our models return the network connectivity

defined as the percentage of available paths in the network out of the total number of

source to destination pairs. In this part the following 4x4 2D mesh network are evaluated:

SMerge+SDetour, SMerge, SDetour, and GDetour. We considered fault densities ranging

from 1 to 200 network faults. For each fault density, half a million different fault injections

have been performed. Faults are injected randomly considering the probability of failure

for different network parts based on their area.

Figure 3.14 depicts, for different fault densities (number of faults), the mean network

connectivity as well as the range of values that are up to 3 standard deviations (±3σ)

away from the mean. SMerge+SDetour provides the highest network connectivity, which

is above 99% for up to 8 network faults, 92% for 32 faults, 80% for 50 faults and 37%

100 faults. SMerge alone can support a similar connectivity preserving 99.3%, 89%,

75% and 30% of the network paths for 8, 32, 50 and 100 faults, respectively. SDetour

follows with 82%, 41%, 20% and 3.6% connectivity for the same fault densities. Finally,
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GDetour shows poor fault tolerance maintaining only 44% of the network connectivity

at 8 network faults, 3.5% for 32 faults and below 1% for more than 50 faults.

Figure 3.15 illustrates the probability of a network to offer 100%, 75%, 50% and 25%

connectivity at a particular fault density. This is important for networks that are expected

to guarantee a particular quality of service. SMerge and SMerge+SDetour offer similar

fault-tolerance having above 80% probability to offer a fully connected network even

with 20 permanent faults. The probability of full connectivity is significantly reduced

for SDetour and GDetour as the turn model used for the routing cannot always connect

all node pairs. However, as the connectivity requirements reduce to 75%, 50% and 25%,

SDetour performs better than GDetour. Even so, SMerge and SMerge+SDetour can

deliver at fault densities 2-3× higher the same probability as SDetour for a particular

network connectivity.

3.4.4 Comparison

Providing a complete and detailed comparison of RQNoC with related work is extremely

difficult as related techniques are applied to different networks with different network

sizes, baseline router architectures, or even topologies. In addition, various different

metrics are used to evaluate NoC fault tolerance and its overheads. Even so, we attempt

next to compare with related techniques to the degree that is possible, retrieving RQNoC

results that match other networks parameters and metrics.

Compare to FoN [12], Cost-based [24] and FTDR-H [13] RQNoC has lower overheads

and maintains a larger fraction of its performance in the presence of faults. In particular,

FoN, Cost-based and FTDR-H have area overheads of 1.35×, 2.85× and 2.58×,

respectively, compared to their baseline, while RQNoC8 requires 1.58× more resources.

Their power overheads, measured in mWatts/MHz, are 4×, 17×, and 9× that of their

baseline, respectively, while RQNoC increases its power consumption by only 1.44×.

Moreover, FoN, Cost-based and FTDR-H maintain 50-25% of their throughput; at the

same fault rates RQNoC maintains 81% to 66% of its throughput.

ReliNoC [22] increases its area requirements by 15% versus 58% in RQNoC. However,

the percent of fully connected ReliNoC networks at 20 to 100 faults ranges from 90%

to 30%; for the same network size (8x8 mesh) RQNoC is able to deliver 99%-70% at the

same number of faults delivering substantially higher network connectivity and fault

tolerance.

Bulletproof [7] has a very high area overhead of 3.42× compared to its baseline; that

8In all comparisons, we consider the RQNoC with both SMerge and SDetour.
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Probability of having full network connectivity under

different fault densities.
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(b)
Probability of having at least 75% network connectivity

under different fault densities.
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Probability of having at least 50% network connectivity

under different fault densities.
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Figure 3.15: Probability of different RQNoC networks to deliver a particular network connectivity

under different fault densities.
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is 4× higher overhead than the one of RQNoC. Reliability is measured in Bulletproof as

the mean number of defects that cause a router failure. Bulletproof can sustain up to

38 defects before a router fails, while an RQNoC router can tolerate 6. We can observe

a clear trade-off between area and reliability in the two approaches, which is based on

the granularity of the considered fault model. An RQNoC router is divided in 7 distinct

parts, as opposed to over 200 partitions in the Bulletproof router, having significantly

lower area overhead but tolerating fewer faults. Fault densities of tens of permanent

faults in a silicon area that a single NoC router occupies is quite unlikely even in future

emerging technologies and therefore we consider that a coarser fault model granularity

is preferable.

Vicis [9, 15] requires 51% more area than its baseline (versus 58% for RQNoC) and is

able to keep about 90% and 80% of its routers connected at fault rates of 2.5 and 5 faults

per router, respectively. At the same fault rates RQNoC keeps 85% and 55% of its routers

connected. Although Vicis appears to be more reliable than RQNoC, it uses a torus

topology which is inherently more fault tolerant than the RQNoC 2D-mesh topology.

In RoCo, a 8×8 [23] 2D-mesh network with 4 faults offers only 85% packet completion.

RQNoC is significantly more reliable as it achieves above 99% packet completion even

with 16 faults in a 4 times smaller network (4×4 2D-mesh). Area, performance and

power overheads are combined into a single metric rather than presented separately and

therefore we cannot compare them.

Finally, Virtual channel renaming has very low area and power overheads (5.3% and

3.7%, respectively) and low performance costs at low fault rates (similar to RQNoC) [10].

However, it requires each physical buffer to fit two flits per virtual channel; for a router

that supports 4 VCs with 4 physical buffers that means 8 flits per buffer, which is 4× larger

than the minimum buffer size of a regular VC-based network. Such area (and power)

costs are possibly not reflected in the above overheads. Moreover, VC renaming protects

only the buffers of a router, while packet priorities are only fixed to each physical buffer.

3.5 Conclusion

This part of this thesis work described RQNoC, a solution for tolerating permanent

faults on a Network-on-Chip that supports multiple services. Service Detour and Service

Merge were proposed to redirect traffic and bypass the faulty resources of a particular

service. On one hand, Service detour employs alternative paths to support a faulty

service, on the other hand, Service Merge shares a router data-path between multiple

traffic classes. The two approaches were evaluated in terms of implementation costs,
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network performance per traffic class and fault tolerance. SDetour has lower cycle time,

area and power costs compared to SMerge as it requires fewer hardware modifications. It

also has lower network performance overheads in low fault rates, but becomes inefficient

as the number of faults increases, substantially reducing its packet completion rate in

the network. SMerge requires roughly 50% more resources than our baseline QNoC

network and has about a quarter of higher power consumption. SMerge network latency

may double and its throughput can be reduced to 50% compared to a fault-free case,

but it is able to tolerate substantially more faults. SMerge preserves 90% of the network

connectivity even with 32 network faults, which is more than double compared to

SDetour. Combining SMerge with SDetour further improves fault tolerance increasing

connectivity by up to 5%.



4
Conclusions

In this thesis, hardware reconfigurability for tolerating permanent faults was explored

in the context of (i) adaptive processors and (ii) service-oriented NoCs. It has been

indicated that hardware designs are becoming more susceptible to permanent faults as

a consequence of decrease in the transistors feature size. In the first part of this thesis, a

probabilistic analysis of adaptive processors was presented, tolerant to permanent faults.

We defined different hardware reconfiguration granularities and evaluated each one by

utilizing an adaptive RISC processor as our use-case. We explored the advantages of

pipelining reconfigurable interconnects by measuring the achieved execution time and

comparing it to the design with non-pipelined wires. We performed a comprehensive

design space exploration in order to find the most efficient granularity mix. In the

second part of the thesis, we introduced RQNoC, a service-oriented Network-on-chip

resilient to permanent faults at both routers and links. The architecture of the RQNoC

was described and different fault-tolerance techniques are explained and evaluated in

terms of reliability as well as in terms of hardware and performance overheads.

This chapter summarizes the content of this thesis, outlines its contributions and

propose future research directions. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows.

63
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Section 4.1 briefly summarizes the content of this thesis. Section 4.2 presents the main

findings and contributions of this thesis. Finally, section 4.3 provides a guideline for

possible future works.

4.1 Summary

In this thesis, our research objectives were first defined and subsequently addressed in

two distinct parts where the core idea of both was to employ hardware flexibility in order

to offer tolerance to permanent faults.

In the first part, covered in chapter 2, a probabilistic analysis was presented for

estimating the number of fault-free components that can be constructed in various

reconfigurable designs in presence of permanent faults. We used adaptive processors as

our use-case and explored different designs with possibility of coarse-grain or mixed-

grain reconfiguration. We explored the performance effects of using pipeline registers on

reconfigurable interconnects and finally, in order to find the most efficient granularity

mix, a design space exploration was performed. Our analysis showed that employing fine-

grain logic in addition to the coarse-grain reconfiguration, i.e., mixed-grain, can increase

availability, tolerating 3× more faults than mere component redundancy. Furthermore,

the design-space exploration revealed that different fault densities require different

granularities of substitutable units to maximize fault-tolerance. With growing number of

faults, coarse-grain with granularity of 1
8 and mixed-grain with granularity of 1

16 offered

the best availability figures. Finally, our results showed that in adaptive processors with

no pipelined interconnects the frequency and execution time both increased by almost

3.5×, compared to the baseline. Adding pipeline registers showed significantly better

performance, where for the fault-free case the overhead of operating frequency and

execution time were 1.41× and 1.7× compared to the baseline.

In the second part of this thesis, covered in chapter 3, we described RQNoC, a

service-oriented Network-on-Chip (NoC) resilient to permanent faults. We

characterized the network resources based on the particular service they support and

when faulty bypass them allowing the respective traffic class to be redirected. We

proposed two alternatives for service redirection, each having different advantages and

disadvantages. The first one, Service Detour, used longer alternative paths through

resources of the same service to bypass faulty network parts, keeping traffic classes

isolated. The second approach, Service Merge, used resources of other services

providing shorter paths but allowing traffic classes to interfere with each other. The

remaining network resources that are common for all services employed additional
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mechanisms for tolerating faults. Links tolerated faults using additional spare wires

combined with a flit-shifting mechanism and the router control was protected with

Triple-Modular-Redundancy (TMR). The proposed RQNoC network designs were

implemented in 65nm technology and evaluated in terms of performance, area, power

consumption and fault tolerance. Service Detour required 25% more area and

consumed 7% more power compared to a baseline network, not tolerant to faults; its

packet latency and throughput were close to the fault free performance at low fault

densities, but fault-tolerance and performance dropped substantially above 4 network

faults. Service Merge required 51% more area and 27% more power than the baseline

and had a 9% slower clock. Compared to a fault free network, a Service Merge RQNoC

with up to 32 faults had increased packet latency up to 1.5-2.4× and reduced throughput

to 70% or 50%. However, it delivered substantially better fault-tolerance having a mean

network connectivity of above 90% even with 32 network faults versus 41% of a Service

Detour network. Combining Serve Merge and Service Detour improved fault tolerance

further sustaining a higher number of network faults and reduced packet latency.

The following section identifies contributions of this thesis for the two

aforementioned parts.

4.2 Contributions

This thesis addressed several issues regarding hardware reconfiguration for tolerating

permanent faults in a SoC. The first part of the thesis dealt with tolerating permanent

faults on the processing components of a SoC. The main contributions of this part of the

thesis were the following:

• We described a method to analytically calculate the probability of constructing a

certain number of fault-free components via reconfiguration, having as an input

parameter the fault density. We performed our analysis for two alternatives of

processor adaptation, namely, coarse-grain reconfiguration and mixed-grain

reconfiguration.

• We measured the area overheads of reconfigurability for the adaptive processors

considered as our use-case.

• We explored the performance impact of pipelining the reconfigurable wires that

connect the Substitutable Units (SUs) of components and compared it to a design

without pipelined wires.
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• We performed a design space exploration and evaluated various granularities of

reconfigurable substrates. We calculated for various fault densities the average

number of fault-free components in an adaptive processor array as well as the

probability of delivering a minimum number of fault-free components in a given

silicon area. Thereby, we determined the most efficient granularity mix for our

approach.

In the second part of the thesis, our focus was on tolerating permanent faults in

the (service-oriented) NoC part of a SoC. To this end, we presented RQNoC, a resilient

network architecture with four different traffic classes. Concisely, the main contributions

of this part were as follows.

• We extended a previously known detour technique to the service level, allowing the

network to selectively detour traffic per service, rather than detouring all packets.

• We modified router architecture in order to offer the option to merge multiple

services, maintaining the priorities, in order to avoid the damaged data-path of

one or multiple services.

• We modified links between routers to provide fault-tolerance by employing a

spare-wire and shifting mechanism.

• We measured the area and power overheads of the above techniques, evaluated

their impact on the performance and QoS of each service and analyzed their fault

tolerance.

4.3 Proposed Research directions

During the time of this research, we have come across many interesting research

challenges to study further. In this section, we list some of them:

• Exploiting the SMerge scheme for energy efficiency is another compelling topic.

The RQNoC can be configured to operate in a degraded mode in order to preserve

power by employing merging scheme.

• Designing a fault detection and dynamic reconfiguration mechanism compatible

with RQNoC could be another topic. To this end, a fast on-line testing mechanism

with granularity of services is needed. Moreover, a runtime management for

generating configuration-bits based on the detected faults and subsequently

reconfiguring the NoC is required to have a complete setup.
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• Different configurations of the adaptive processors array, as well as of the RQNoC,

may have different probability of failure. One interesting research opportunity can

be to characterize the different configuration options in terms of Probability of

Failure per Hour (PFH) and consider them at runtime, increasing system safety.

• Finally, it would be interesting to explore different policies for merging/detouring

services based on performance requirements.
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